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These two graduates,
above, decided to let
their feelings be known
on their caps as they
in
participated
December
Saturday's
Commencement
Exercises at Murray
State University. At left,
Dr. F.
MSU President
speaks
King Alexander
with Missy Jenkins.
Jenkins, who was paralyzed in the Heath High
School shooting, was
"Good
on
featured
America"
Morning
Sunday following her
graduation from Murray
State.

National Guard chief:
Units need $20 billion
for equipment
WASHINGTON (AP) - The National Guard needs $20 billion in vehicles, radios and other equipment over the next three
years to perform all the overseas and homeland security missions
it is being assigned. its chief said Thursday.
Lt. Gen. H. Steven Blum told reporters at the Pentagon that
Guard units leaving Iraq are leaving much of their equipment
behind for incoming units to use. That means the outgoing units
have little of their gear when they get home.
"If this is an engineering unit and we left the engineering
equipment over there (in h-aq), and they come hack to Louisiana
and it's hurricane season; the governor needs engineers," Blum
said, offering an example. "If they don't have any equipment;
they're useless."
Blum said that the Army Guard may seek up to $7 billion in
equipment in an upcoming emergency spending measure that will
pay for U.S. military operations overseas. That would be a massive influx of dollars; in recent years, the Guard has received
between $1 billion and $1.5 billion a year for new equipment,
budget documents show. Much of the Guard's heavy equipment
is hand-me-downs from the active-duty force.
He insisted that troops going into Iraq are receiving equipment
as good as that used by their counterparts in the regular Army. It
was a member of the Tennessee National Guard who last week
challenged Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld about armorinehicles in the unit.
Blum said the soldier's question was appropriate, but added
that the Tennessee unit would not enter Iraq without every vehicle having some kind of armor. The unit's commander reported to
Blum personally that the armoring was completed. he said.
Responding to the soldier's complaint that he and his comrades must "dig through local landfills for pieces of scrap metal
and compromised ballistic glass," Blum said it is common for
soldiers to cannibalize spare parts from damaged vehicles at military salvage yards. He likened it to auto repair shops taking
working parts from wrecks at the junkyard. Blum denied that soldiers were going to actual landfills.
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Bush named Time's
Person of the Year
By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) —
President George W. Bush again
holds the title of Time magazine's "Person of the Year" —
beating out Michael Moore, Mel
Gibson and even his political
adviser, Karl Rove.
After a grueling campaign
and a second election win
behind him, Bush remains a
polarizing figure in America and
around the world, and that's part
of the reason the magazine
selected him, said Managing
Editor Jim Kelly.
"Many, many Americans
deeply wish he had not won."
Kelly said. "And yet he did."
Bush, tapped in 2000 by
Time, joins six other presidents
who have twice been named the
magazine's Person of the Year:
Dwight
Truman,
Harry
Eisenhower (first as a general),
Johnson, Richard
Lyndon
Nixon, Ronald Reagan and Bill
Clinton. Franklin Roosevelt
holds the record with three nods
from the editors.
The 2004 Person of the Year
newsstands
on
package,
Monday, includes an Oval
Office interview with Bush, an
interview with his father, former
President George H. W. Bush.
and a profile of Bush's chief
political adviser, Karl Rove.
Bush was recognized for
"reshaping the rules of politics
to fit his 10-gallon-hat leadership style," according to Time.
The magazine's editors recognized Bush "for sharpening
the debate until the choices bled.
for reframing reality to match
his design, for gambling his for-

tunes — and ours — on his faith
in the power of leadership."
Bush attributed his victory
over Democratic candidate John
Kerry to his foreign policy and
wars he began in
the
Afghanistan and Iraq.
"The election was about the
use of American influence,"
Bush says in the Time article.
Continuing: "I think the natural instinct for most people in
the political world is that they
want people to like them,- Bush
said. "On the other hand. I think
sometimes I take kind of a
delight in who the critics are."
Asked on ABC's "This
Week" how Bush reacted when
he learned of Time's decision,
White House Chief of Staff
Andrew Card said the president
was "not worried about what
pundits might be saying."
Card praised Bush as a "great
liberator" for the people of
Afghanistan and Iraq and lauded
Bush's tax cuts, education and
Medicare reform packages and
plans to remake Social Security.
Other candidates included
Moore and Gibson, "because in
different ways their movies
tapped in to deep cultural
streams," and political strategist
Rove, who is widely credited
with engineering Bush's win.
Kelly said choosing Rove alone
would have taken away from the
credit he said Bush deserves.
Kelly said Bush has changed
dramatically since he was
named Person of the Year in
2000 after the Supreme Court
awarded him the presidency.
"He is not the same man."

Time Magazine,AP Photo

In this photo released by
on
Magazine
Time
Saturday, Time Magazine's
2004 Person of the Year
of
illustration
cover
President Bush is shown.
Kelly said. "He's a much more
resolute man. He is personally
as charming as ever but I think
the kind of face he's shown to
the American public is one ot
much, much greater determination."
This is the first time an individual has been _named since
2001, when then-New York City
Mayor Rudy Giuliani was celebrated for his response to the
Sept. II, 2001, attacks.
The magazine featured the
American soldier last year. au
2002, it named Coleen Rowley,
the FBI agent who wrote a critical memo on FBI intelligence
failures, and Cynthia Cooper
and Sherron Watkins, who blew
the whistle on scandals at Enron
and W'orldcom.

Families linked during UK-U of L game
By MURRAY EVANS
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Jennifer
Sanders wore green and black
on Saturday. Her husband, a
Marine stationed in Iraq and a
huge Kentucky basketball fan.
would have it no other way.
"I had a red outfit, but he
wouldn't let me wear it,"
Sanders said, as she prepared to
watch — along with her husband — the annual KentuckyLouisville game, played in a sea
of Louisville red that included a
few patches of blue at Freedom
Hall.
AP Photo
from
couple,
The
Taylorsville. were among about Sandy Williamson of Morehead, Ky., fights back tears as
20 families reunited by technol- she stands with her son Stephen prior to the Kentuckyogy on Saturday, through a pro- Louisville basketball game Saturday in Louisville, Ky.
Through a special video hookup, soldiers at Camp
gram called "Freedom Calls."
Through interactive video- Fallujah in Iraq were able to watch the game, and were
— able to talk with family members prior to the game. Mrs.
conference technology
arranged by the Kentucky Williamson's son-in-law 1st Lt. Joshua Wells was in the
TeleHealth Network — troops at group in Iraq and she had just spotted him on the front
Camp Fallujah and Camp Cooke row of the video screen during the playing of the National
in Iraq were able to watch the Anthem.
ESPN telecast of the game
Before and after the game,
Inside Freedom Hall. fans
between No. 9 Kentucky and were able to see and hear the family members were able to
No. 13 Louisville and hear the troops on the arena's video have a private video conference
cheers of 20,088 fans.
board. Gov. Ernie Fletcher. who with the soldiers. The family
"I'm really. really excited that earlier had spoken to the troops members also stood on the court
the soldiers can watch the and their families, led the crowd with players from both teams
game." Louisville coach Rick before the game in wishing a during the pre-game performPitino said. "Anything we can loud "Merry Christmas" to the ance of the national anthem.
do to entertain or distract them troops.
In Iraq. the soldiers stood at
in any small way is awesome."
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attention during the national
anthem.
"No matter who wins here,".
Fletcher told the troops and the
crowd, "we all know that all
across the globe where our
troops serve, we're all winners
because of your service, dedication and unbridled spirit."
Kentucky won 60-58 thanks
to three free throws by Patrick
Sparks with 0.6 seconds on the
clock.
Technology — such as Web
cameras and e-mail —has•made
it easier to communicate with
loved ones in Iraq, but that didn't make Saturday's video conference any less special for soldiers' wives.
"It's more personal." said
Rachel Ratliff of Pikeville,
who's married to Marine Lance
Cpl. Paul Ratliff. "This is the
first Christmas we've been separated."
Ratliff. who is more than
eight months pregnant with the
couple's first child, said it's hard
for her, but she prays a lot.
Meanwhile. Sanders smiled
when asked what she thought he
most looked forward to on
Saturday.
"He's probably more excited
about the game," she said. "But
I'd hope he'd also be excited
about seeing me!"
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One person was taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital this morning following
a one-vehicle accident on Kirksey Road near Stella. The name of the victim was
not released. The accident happened a little after 8: a.m. The vehicle was reported
to have flipped at least once during the accident, according to radio traffic.

Murray Police Department
• Extra patrol was requested Friday morning at Spoke and Pedal
and a warehouse at 1202 Story in reference to a burglary.
• Smoke was reported in a building at 904-C Southwood Drive at
idaay:m. Friday. Murray Fire Department responded
•Someone came into the station to report an assault at 2:18 p m.
Friday.
•Someone came into the station at 11:41 p.m Friday in reference
to an assault on Utterback Road.
• A burglary was reported at 1000-B Northwood Drive at 12:35
a.m. Saturday.
• A gas leak was reported at Premier Mini Storage at 849 a.m.
Saturday.
• A fire alarm sounded at the new wellness center at Murray State
at 12:38 p.m. Saturday.
• Vandalism to the yard by a vehicle at 1314 Farris Ave. was
reported at 1:07 p.m. Saturday.
'Afire was reported at 1:42 p.m. Saturday in the kitchen at 109
Williams St.
• Possible vandalism was reported at 5 p.m. Saturday in the city
cemetery.
• A possible burglary was reported at 9:54 a.m. Sunday at On a
Personal Note stationary store on North 15th Street. Extra patrol
was requested there because of criminal mischief.
• A burglary was reported at 11:29 a.m. Sunday at 11 Welch
Drive. Another residence — 5 Welch Drive — was also burglarized.
• Someone came into the station to report possible criminal mischief at 8:49 p.m. Sunday.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.
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Eighty-vehicle crash closes Pennsylvania highway
MERCER. Pa. (AP) — A
tractor-trailer traveling an estimated 55 mph in whiteout conacross
jackknifed
ditions
Interstate 80 Sunday, setting off
a chain-reaction pileup that
wrecked up to 80 vehicles.
No deaths or critical injuries
were reported, but the late-fl
crash blocked the westwestern
bound lanes in
Pennsylvania for more than
eight hours, state police said.
State police Trooper Ted
Hunt said he was attending to
disabled vehicles on the side of
the highway in blowing snow
when he heard a truck quickly
pull into the passing lane -end- jackknife. He said two other rigs
skidded sideways, blocking both
lanes, and oncoming vehicles
began crashing into them.
Hunt said the truck driver
who started the crash was iited
for driving at an unsafe speed.
"I could hear the cars. piling
into each other for a good 10

minutes,- Hunt, who ran into the
woods to avoid the crashing cars
and trucks, told The Herald of
Sharon for Monday's editions..
Hunt said at one point he saw
a man lying in the snow narrowly hurdled by a truck that went
airborne and left the road.
The crash site is 60 miles
northwest of Pittsburgh and
about eight miles from the Ohio
border.
About a dozen people were
taken to United Community
Hospital in Grove City and treated for broken bones, cuts and
bruises, said Fran McCleary,
nursing supervisor. The hospital
admitted- one -person and sent
three others to Pittsburgh hospitals.
Lori Braun, nursing supervisor at Sharon Regional Hospital.
said one person was admitted
and II were treated for minor
injuries and released. Another
77 people declined treatment at
a triage center set up at a hotel,
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AP Photo

A firefighter examines the area surrounding the wreckage on Interstate 80 where about
SO vehicles crashed in snowy weather Sunday near Mercer, Pa. No one was killed.
Officials said they did not know how many people were injured or how serious the
Injuries were.
a tractor-trailer sideways across
Braun said.
One of those at the hotel, the road in front of him.
"Once we get stopped, we set
Bruce Byerly, said he was in a
sport utility vehicle on his way there for a minute and you could
to Akron, Ohio, when he struck just hear the crashes piling up

INCREDIBLE VISION

A gas permabte bifocal contact lens that really works. You cannot get
this Quality of vision from any other source such as Lasik Surgery.
monocular fit soft bifocal contact lens or glasses.

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
We are having 85% success with these lens and have 98% of prescription lenses in stock.
$50 if not successful
Successfully fit - 5590.00
If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge to
come in and try these tens.
270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071

Dr H.C. Denham
Optometrist
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CA'rislian _BooAslore
5th & Main • 753-1622
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 am-5 pm • Sat. 10 am-5 pm

Holiday Refreshments Served

behind us," Byerly said.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet in regular session Tuesday at 7 p.m.
at the Weaks Center. Two
budget amendments second
readings, as well as the second reading on an adult entertainment ordinance and a public hearing on Todd Road are
among items on the court's
agenda.
•City sanitation customers
who are scheduled for Friday
pick up are asked to set their
garbage containers out on
Thursday morning for two
weeks — Dec. 20 to 24 and
Dec. 27 to 31. All other customers should set their containers out on their normal
pickup day. but routes might
run earlier in some areas during both weeks. The city's
transfer station will be closed
Friday and Saturday of both
holiday weeks.
To report a Town Crier item,
call 753-1916.

Santa Claus will be at the Main Office to visit with kids
of all ages and have free photos made with them!
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Milrray Bank
405 South 12th Street &
700 North 12th Street
Online Banking:
www.themurraybank.com

We'd like to display our best wishes and
appreciation for the many good people we've
had the privilege to meet and serve
this past year.

24 Hour Account Info:
1-877-965-1122

Here's hoping your holiday
is merry and bright in every way.

753-5626
fluow
FOC

Thank you so much for voting us
your Favorite Hardware Store.
We look forward to serving you
in the coming year
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Suspects detained
in Najaf bombing

Photo provided
Flag.
American
an
with
Park
County
Calloway
Murray
Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 recently presented the
Fain,
Linda
members
827
Lodge
Recreation,
&
Parks
the
of
Director
Shown at the presentation was Brad Steele,
Spann.
Ann
member
and
Buchanan,
ive
Nancy
Colleen Anderson, Field Representat

Senators hesitant to replace Rumsfeld
WASHINGTON(AP)— The
chairmen of two key Senate
committees are countering statements of no-confidence in
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld voiced by a growing
number of lawmakers over conduct of the war in Iraq.
Sen. John Warner, R-Va.. the
Armed Services Committee
chairman, said a change of civilian leadership at the Pentagon
now would be too disruptive.
given the scheduled Jan. 30
elections in Iraq."We should not
at this point in time entertain any
idea of changing those responsibilities," he .told NBC's "Meet
the Press" on Sunday.
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind..
chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, added,
"We really can't go through that
ordeal" now of finding a successor. Rumsfeld "should be held
accountable, and he should stay
in office," Lugar saidt
But Sen. Chuck Hagel, RNeb.. said he had no confidence
in Rumsfeld, although he

stopped short of calling on the
secretary to step down. "I find it
astounding. ... Things are worse
than they've ever been" in Iraq,
Hagel said on CBS' "Face the
Nation." He said it was up to
President Bush whether to
replace Rumsfeld.
More than 1,300 American
troops have died since the war
2003.
March
in
began
Meanwhile, soldiers have complained about long deployments
and a lack of armored vehicles
and other equipment.

Rumsfeld's since-abandoned
use of a mechanical device to
sign letters of condolence had
added to the criticism by Hagel.
a Vietnam veteran, and others
Rumsfeld, who agreed to
Bush's request this month to
stay in the Cabinet during the
president's second term, won .a
vote of confidence from the
White House on Sunday.
"Secretary Rumsfeld is doing
a spectacular job," White House
chief of staff Andrew Card told
ABC's "This Week."
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NAJAF, Iraq (AP) —
Thousands of mourners attended
funerals today and Iraqi authonties detained 50 suspects in connection with an explosion in the
Shiite holy city of Najaf that
lied at least 54 people and
ounded 142.
On Sunday. car bombs tore
through a Najaf funeral procession and a main bus station in
the nearby Shiite city of
Karbala, where at least 13 people were killed and 33 were
wounded.
The deadliest attacks in Iraq
since July were a bloody
reminder that the Shiite heartland in the south — and not just
the Sunni regions of central and
northern Iraq — is vulnerable to
the mainly Sunni insurgents
aiming to wreck the country's
key elections scheduled for Jan.
30.
Meanwhile, the head of the
national electoral commission
appealed to security forces to
safeguard election officials after

three were shot to death in a
brazen attack Sunday by dozens
of guernllas operating openly in
the heart of Baghdad. The
ambush was the latest attack to
target Iraqi officials working to
organize the vote.
"We send an appeal to the
Iraqi government and all the
people to protect our employees," Abdul Hussein Al-Hindawi
said. "We have no real protection because we work everywhere in the country and have
more than 6,000 employees."
Authorities in Najaf banned
cars from entering the downtown area that houses the Imam
Ali shrine to prevent future
bombings, Gov. Adnan al-Zurufi
said Monday.
"Fifty people, some of them
from Najaf and others from outside, have been detained. One
person detained this morning is
a citizen of an Arab country.
They are all being interrogated."
al-Zurufi said after taking part in
a funeral procession.
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our gang to
9ours. It's been a pleasure serving.9ou this
9ear & we look forward to working
with you in 2005.
With warm holicla,9 wishes from

Eddie Carson and the Crew!
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Seamle5s Gutter Company
270-753-6433.1-800-264-1433
1604 St. Rt. 121 N., Murray, KY
wvnv.servollpeskomrol corn

Leslie Cates, Tori Stun,
dr Gale Anderson, OA,Her
Call 762-0884
and welcome Tori Stone 8:30 a.m.-5
p.m. Mon.-Fri.
KY 42071
MURRAY,
1304 CHESTNUT ST.• DMELAND SHOPPLING CENTER •
2fi tiral4

Thanks for voting us Favorite Auto Repair Shop in Calloway County.
Here's hoping your holiday season is a truly memorable one.
We know we're filled with fond memories as we recall the many kind people
we've had the privilege to serve this year. Merry Christmas!

619 S. 4th St.• 753-6831
Hrs: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. M - F
Management and Staff
WA. Cunningham,
Larry Cunningham,
Randy Cunningham,
Ricky Cunningham,
Don York Bob Doyle.
Keith Morris and
Nancy Thurmond
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SONY®
All Televisions,
Digital Cameras,
LCD Screens, Projectors,
"Grand Wega," and
Surround Sound Systems,
are available for
immediate delivery
this Christmas.
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Toyos Vision announces new laser technology now in Paris, TN.
Let the perfect you shine from your eyes. At Toyos Vision, our laser
specialists are dedicated to advanced eye care technology,
which is why we now have up-to-the-minute laser equipment in
our Paris, TN, office. All so you can let the world see you every
bit as beautifully as you see the world. Visit our Web site or call
us for an appointment. If you mention this ad, you'll receive a
20% discount on your laser surgery.

Come See Why We Are Your

"BEST BUY."

TOYOS VISION
224 Memonal Dove
Pans, TN 38342
www.toyosvision.corn
731-660-3937
888-315-EYES (toll-free)

AUDIO • VIDEO • COMMUNICATIONS
506 North 12th Street • 753-7567
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That's OK
for another
six months
curious responses.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Senate Republican Floor
The message from Franklin
Dan Kelly of
Leader
Crittenden
Roger
Circuit Judge
could not have been more clear. Springfield sort of jokingly
wondered aloud last week
"This court finds the failure
whether lawmakers had collecof the
tively violated their oaths of
General
Assembly to office to obey and uphold the
Constitution.
appropriate
And there are at least two
collected
proposals already pending
revenues for
public use to before the 2005 sessions in
which lawmakers want to
be in violaamend the constitution to. in
tion of
effect, force them to do their
Section 230
constitutional duties.
of the
Capitol
One proposal would require
Kentucky
Constitution. that a special session of the legIdeas
islature be convened if lawmakBy Mark
Moreover,
Chellgren
the governor ers ended an even-year session
without enacting a budget. The
AP Frankfort of Kentucky
other would extend the current
Correspondent has no
60-day limit for even-year sespower to
sions if there was no budget.
spend state funds without an
It is especially ironic that a
appropriation from the legislaspecial session is one proposal
tive branch."
to resolve any future budget
Thus Crittenden ruled last
impasse.
week that the legislature's
In 2000, during the debate
refusal to pass a budget in
over the constitutional amend2004. and 2002 for that matter,
ment that increased the legislameant lawmakers did not fulfill
what is arguably their only con- ture's time in session by 50 percent, House Speaker Jody
stitutional responsibility.
Furthermore. Crittenden said Richards, b-Bowling Green
pledged there would be far
that Gov. Ernie Fletcher — and
fewer special sessions in the
Gov. Paul Patton before him —
future if only more time were
was exceeding his constitutionallotted in regular session.
state
ordering
by
al authority
What happened was, the
government to keep spending
very first special session called
money and operate without a
after passage of the additional
legislatively enacted budget.
session amendment was by
But despite all the criticism,
Patton in April and May of
express and implied. Crittenden
2002 to enact a budget because
also gave legislators and
of the failure of the legislature
Fletcher what amounts to a free
to do so. And the other special
pass to continue their unconstisession called since then was by
tutional conduct for another six
Fletcher in October to add
months.
Only after June 30. 2005. the money for health insurance programs for teachers and state
end of the current fiscal year.
— a topic that
employees
prohia
there
is
said,
Crittenden
bition on the spending of public would have been included in a
state budget.
money without a budget. And
Crittenden seemed to give
even then, there may be exceplegislators a solution short of a
tions for "essential" state services, though that standard too is budget: the prospect of enacting
some sort of interim spending
left undefined.
plans to carry over times when
The flagrant disregard by
they cannot agree on a comlegislators of their constitutional duty to pass a budget, and the plete package.
"The only permanent soluequally flagrant unconstitutionis for the General
tion
spendin
Fletcher
of
al activity
Assembly to carry out its maning money without a budget
date and provide for the operaclearly left Crittenden in an
tion of Kentucky government
untenable position.
-This court will not step into by whatever legislative device
it deems appropriate,"
what is a prohibited exercise of
Crittenden concluded.
state judicial power and does
not desire to monitor, set proceMark R. Chellgren is the
dures or oversee specific budget
Frankfort. Ky., correspondent
functions," Crittenden said.
The failure of the legislature for The Associated Press.
its job has prompted some
do
to

Risk-Taker George
WASHINGTON (AP)—
President Bush's opponents call
him lots of names but they
don't call him timid. When it
comes to taking risks, Bush has
few peers.
His second-term agenda is
fraught with politically troublesome priorities, if not for Bush
personally then for Republicans
on the ballot in 2006 and 2008.
Bush's first term was
marked by big gambles: waging
war in Iraq without broad international support; muscling
through Congress a far-reaching
education bill; three major tax
cuts; a S400-billion Medicare
prescription drug benefit.
His new agenda is even
riskier: rewriting the tax laws;
making first-term tax cuts permanent; overhauling Social
Security; limiting lawsuit
awards; easing immigration
laws.
The president continues to
push for January elections in
Iraq and for spreading democracy through the rest of the
Middle East.
Bush wants manned flights
to the Moon and Mars. He is
forging ahead on a problemplagued national missile
defense for shooting down
incoming ballistic missiles.
"Bush ran for president on a
platform of getting things done.
And it appears that he plans on
fulfilling that in a second term,"
GOP consultant Scott Reed
said.
Is the president overreaching? "The shores of the
Potomac are littered with the
bones of Republicans and
Democrats who have underestimated George W. Bush," Reed
said.
Bush is "a big risk taker who
throws long passes and takes on
things with low probability of
success," said Bruce Buchanan,
a University of Texas political
scientist and ardent Bush
watcher.

As Texas
governor,
Bush "had a
propensity
to set clear
goals and
pursue them
doggedly.
He still does
that, but in a
bolder
Washington much
way,"
Today
Buchanan
By Tom Raum said.
Associated
Bush
Press Writer
won the
'
2000 election by the
narrowest of margins, but acted
as if he had a mandate. Many
close Bush observers — and the
president himself — say the
attacks of Sept. I I, 2001.
focused him and made him a
more decisive leader.
And a more defiant one, critics say.
Italian Prime Minister Silvio
Berlusconi last week praised
Bush for the same character
traits that other leaders, especially in Europe, find so annoying.
"President Bush tells me and
all of the others always what's
in his mind," Berlusconi said
after a White House meeting.
"And it is very positive that
'yes' means really 'yes' to him
and 'no' means 'no."
Re-elected presidents often
have disappointing second
terms. Energy flags, key people
leave, scandals erupt. Nixon
had Watergate. Reagan had the
Iran-Contra affair. Clinton had
his relationship with Monica
Lewinsky and impeachment
proceedings.
Bush's second term is off to
a rocky start even before it
begins.
He came close losing an
intelligence restructuring bill in
a side dispute over immigration
issues with a rebellious House
committee chairman. His nomi-

AP File Photo

costs estimated at SI trillion to
$2 trillion.
"This is an issue on which I
campaigned, and I'm still standing," Bush boasted last week at
a White House economic conference.
Democrat Alice Rivlin, a
former vice chairman of the
Federal Reserve, suggests
Bush's risk-taking and costly
priorities will increasingly
frighten members of his own _
party.
-There is the realization on
the part of Republicans, especially in the Congress, that they
don't want this to be the last
Republican administration in a
generation," Rivlin said. "And
if they want to win in 2008,
continuing the record of the
first term is not a viable strategy...

nation of Bernard Kerik to be
homeland security secretary
collapsed in embarrassment
with revelations that the former
New York police commissioner
hired an illegal immigrant
domestic worker.
Bush boldly replaced more
than half his Cabinet, but he
kept one of its most divisive
members, Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld.
Rumsfeld's oversight of the
Iraq war and his testy response
to a soldier's concerns about
inadequate armor have drawn
criticism, even from some
prominent Republicans.
In tackling Social Security,
Bush is touching what many
politicians call the electrified
"third rail" of American politics.
Without offering details, he
has proposed allowing younger
workers to divert some of their
Social Security payroll taxes
into private accounts to invest
in stocks or bonds — in
exchange for a reduction in
guaranteed retirement benefits.
Critics say it is a risky scheme
would expose retirees to
volatile financial markets and
they complain about transition

Bush is unfazed by such
suggestions. "I didnt come up
here to Washington to pass
problems on," he said. "I like to
confront problems. I'm ready to
work.
Tom Raum has covered
Washingtonfor The Associated
Press since 1973, including five
presidencies.

Questioning the Answer
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It
was a simple. multiple choice
question. The reaction to the
answers has been anything but.
On Election Day. exit pollsters posed a string of questions
to voters after they cast their
ballots, including the following:
"Which one issue mattered
most in how you voted today?
Taxes, education, Iraq, terrorism, economy/jobs, moral values, health care."
"Moral values" was chosen
by 22 percent. with
"economy/jobs" at 20 percent
and "terrorism" at 19 percent.
In the aftermath of President
Bush's victory, analysts of all
political persuasions seized on
the results of that single question, with some arguing that it
reflected the nation's conservative shift and widespread rejection of gay rights, abortion and

question whether a term such as
indecency in entertainment.
Others contended that far too "moral values" should be
included on a list of specific
much was being extrapolated
issues such as health care, edufrom just 22 percent choZising
cation and the economy.
moral values, two words that
"The responses mix policies
were too broad to provide
that have clear meanings" and a
specifics let alone worthy
broad term like moral values,
analysis.
Krosnick said, adding that
Soon after the elections, the
"moral values" could refer to
Pew Research Center asked a
many different concerns.
similar question — without
Republican pollster Whit
offering a laundry list. In that
Ayres said the role of moral
survey, moral values slipped to
values in the election goes far
9 percent behind Iraq at 27 percent and the economy at 14 per- beyond the debate over one poll
question.
cent.
"While this was a national
Just over four in 10 of those
security election, any way you
who picked "moral values"
read the data, moral and culturmentioned issues such as gay
al values were a very important
marriage and abortion, but othfactor in the president's vote,"
ers cited qualities such as reliAyres said.
gion, helping the poor, and canWords and how they are
didates' honesty and strength of
used in poll questions can elicit
leadership.
a strong response. Or, as in
Some public opinion
some cases, prove to be highly
researchers such as Jon
Krosnick of Stanford University suggestive. Consider this ques-

••
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tion from the late 1930s:
"Would you vote for a woman
for president if she were qualified in every other respect?"
When asked that question,
33 percent said "yes," and 64
percent said "no" — close to 20
years after the 19th Amendment
to the Constitution gave women
the right to vote in the first
place.
In the 1990s, this question
stirred controversy: "As you
know, the term Holocaust usually refers to the killing of millions of Jews in Nazi death
camps during World War II.
Does it seem possible. or does
it seem impossible to you that
the Nazi extermination of the
Jews never happened?"
When Gallup questioned the
findings of the poll by another
organization that suggested
more than one in five doubted
the Holocaust occurred, it tried
its version of the poll question.

mit
,
a*.••••••111.41

•-••.•••• ••••••

•••

Asking a question that avoided
"does it seem impossible ... that
it never happened," Gallup
found that 9 percent doubted
the Holocaust ever happened.
In a more recent example,
The Associated Press asked the
following question about abortion and the Supreme Court in
mid-November: "The 1973
Supreme Court ruling called
Roe v. Wade made abortion in
the first three months of pregnancy legal. Do you think
President Bush should nominate
Supreme Court justices who
would uphold the Roe v. Wade
decision, or nominate justices
who would overturn the Roe v.
Wade decision?"
Six in 10, or 59 percent, said
they preferred justices who
would uphold the court's decision. Critics questioned the
question, specifically the phrase
— "in the first three months of
pregnancy."

•••••••••,....•

The court ruling actually
does more than make abortion
legal in the first three months
— also making it legal farther
into a pregnancy, depending on
the circumstances.
In early December. the AP
asked a slightly amended poll
question, saying simply that i
Roe v. Wade "made abortion I
legal" and removing the reference to the first three months.
In response to the new question, 57 percent said they
favored justices who would
uphold the court's landmark
ruling -- essentially no change.
Public opinion researchers
offered various theories on the
lack of change, mostly focused
on the strength of attitudes
about a highly publicized issue.
Robert Shapiro of Columbia
University suggested such shifts
in question wording may have
little or no effect on strongly
held beliefs.
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Obituaries
Billy Haywood Hudson

Billy Haywood Hudson, 70, Third Street, Hazel, lhod today,
Monday, Dec. 20, 2004, at 12:55 a.m. at his home.
A retired Army captain, he was a veteran of
Korean conflict and Vietnam War. He served as
mayor of Hazel for 12 years and was a member
of Lions Club.
One brother, Jimmy Hudson, preceded him in
death. Born Sept. 1, 1934, in Burkley, he was the
son of the late James Harvey Hudson and Ruth
Louise Crump Hudson.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Elizabeth
1Betty) Hobbs Hudson; three daughters, Mrs. Mary Hahn and husband, Tom, Elizabethtown, Mrs. Teresa Ruley and husband, Curt,
Draffenville, and Mrs. Lisa Parks and husband, Jeff, Murray; two
sons, Mike Hudson and Tom Hudson, both of Hazel; one sister, Mrs.
Pamela Rooney, Paducah; seven grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Edith Lan* Notion; one daughter, Mrs. NancyEltzabeth Nicadetnus and husband, Ralph, Sanford.
N.C.; one son, Dudley Ray Younger and wife, Linda, New Concord:
four sisters, Mrs. Elsie Huff, Chicago. Ill., Mrs. Maudie Simon,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Fay Erean, Connecticut, and Mrs. Rubye
Moore, Athens; special mend. Sue McKinney, Murray; 10 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be today Monday)at 2 p.m. at Copeland
Cemetery, Athens. Jason Moore and Dan Anderson will officiate.
Visitation is today (Monday) from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at Spry
Funeral Home, Athens.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.

Mrs. Martha F. York

Mrs. Martha F. York, 72. Olive Hamlet Road, Benton, died
Saturday, Dec. 18, 2004, at 5 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of Fairdeahng Church of
Christ.
Preceding her in death were her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Howell, and one brother, Robert Howell.
Mrs. Dorothy (Dot) Morton
Survivors include her husband, Jerry D. York; one stepson. David
Mrs. Dorothy (Dot) Morton, 81, Rayburn Road, Murray, died
York, and one stepgrandchild, Whitley York, both of Murray;
Keith
Home,
Nursing
Saturday. Dec. 18, 2004, 7:35 p.m. at West View
one brother, Ted Howell, Benton.
,Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
A homemaker, she was a member of Westside Baptist Church.
Home, Benton. Lexie Ray and Gary Knuckles will officiate.
Funeral
Her husband, Bob Morton, and one brother, Richard Edwin Pace Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Jr.. both preceded her in death. Born June 18, 1923, in Christian
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
County, she was the daughter of the late Richard Edwin Pace Sr. and
Monday).
Mary Edna White Pace.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mary Janice Cooper and
husband, Roger, one son, Bob Morton and wife, Lorena, two grandPaid Obituary
daughters, Celena Keel and Nettie Cooper, and two great-grandsons,
Hunter Keel and Tanner Keel, all of Murray: two sisters, Mrs. Betty William D. (Bill) Daugherty
Turner, Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Lena Morris and husband, Reedy,
A memorial service for William D. (Bill) Daugherty will be
'Pembroke; two brothers, Fagan Pace and wife, E,arleen, and Bobby tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Pace and wife, Joyce, all of Pembroke.
Home. Music will be by Conny Ottway and Oneida White.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Goshen United
Don
the
Rev.
and
Orr
Glynn
Rev.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Church Building Fund, Attn. Kathy West, P.O. Box 601,
Methodist
City
the
Murray
Farmer will officiate. Burial will follow in
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
4(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
1.Society, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, Ky., 42071.
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Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Daugherty,63, Justice Road, Murray, died Tuesday, Nov. 16,
2004, at 10:30 a.m. at his home. His death followed an illness.
Owner and operator of Log Cabin Restaurant, Murray, he was a
member of Goshen United Methodist Church.
One son. Steve Gilbert, and his mother, Virginia Frances Moore
Clayton, both preceded him in death. He was born May 5. 1941. in
Paris, Ill.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jackie Watson Daugherty, to
whom he was married Feb. 8, 1967; two daughters, Mrs. Denier
Reed and husband, Shannon, Pueblo, Colo., and Mrs. Deidre
Thompson and husband, Dean, Atlanta, Ga.; one son, Don Bert
Gilbert, Murray; parents-in-law, John B. and Agnes Watson.
Murray; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Sue Anne Hutson and husband.
Ronnie. Murray, and Mrs. Sheila Baldridge and husband. Dwain.
Illinois; seven grandchildren.
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Luther A. Walker, 74, Oakcrest Drive, Murray, died Saturday.
Dec. 18, 2004. at 8:20 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
A retired brick mason, he was a member of First United
Methodist Church.
Born Sept 30, 1930. in Kendall County. Ill., he was the son of the
late Foster Walker and Bessie Eggleston Walker.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Ellen Walker; one daughter. Mrs. Joyce Heap and husband, Del Brandt, Clearmont, Fla.; two
sons, Brad A. Walker, Gainesville, Ha., and Jon F. Walker and wife.
Laurie, Leland, Ill.; seven grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be Wednesday, Dec. 29, at 11 a.m. at
First United Methodist Church, Murray. The Rev. Richard Smith
will officiate.
Visitation will be at the church from 10 to 11 a.m. Wednesday.
On Wednesday, Dec. 22, at 7 p.m. a manorial service will be at
AisSable Grove Presbyterian Church,''Yorkvitte,- Ill. Patrick
•Demerath will offictate,yisitation will be at the church from 4 to 7
p.m. Wednesday.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calloway County
Relay for Life. P.O. Box 1080, Murray. Ky., 42071.
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James L. Norton, 76, New Concord, died Saturday, Dec. 18,
2004, at 4:04 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Retired from Ecko Housewares, Chicago, Ill., he was of Church
of Christ faith.
Born Oct. 24, 1929, in Athens, Ala., he was the son of the late
James Thomas Norton and Flora Bell Brooks Norton.

Don't Lose It...Use It!
Before year's end, use it for:
• Eye Exams • Glasses • Contacts
• Sunglasses

Eyecare Specialties

ley

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St. • 759-2500

every day when you enter this breathtaking backyard. It looks
like a tropical paradise with exotic plants and entertainment centers. This home is exquisitely decorated with gourmet pantry.
beautiful wood floors, decorative tile, walnut book shelves, custom cabinets, sun room, French doors, sleeping loft.There are
too many amenities to mention. Everything is done to perfection.
Three bedrooms, three baths all for $235,000. MLS#23742

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
TO SCHOOLS AND SHOPPING
304 SOUTH 15TH STREET
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This is a hard deal to find. This 2100 sq ft. plus home has four
bedrooms and two full baths, hardwood floors, pantry and built
ins in utility, spacious great room and fenced in above ground
pool with deck. Great for a family that needs an inexpensive
home to live in. Asking price is 87,000. Easy to show, can be
seen anytime. Call for your viewing today. This deal won't last
long. MLS# 16075

CUSTOM BUILT CAPE COD
45 NOTTINGHAM
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The best part of any journey is the people you meet along
the way, and we're pleased to say, we've never met
a better bunch of folks than you.
Merry Christmas!
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12th & Chestnut

Corm See- C,all Ranee Wynn 293-7149 Direct Lino
or 270-753-1651 Office
Pilaw Ask For Rants Wynn View Inside Plotter** On Ranuft
Sabana at: rensowynnproperties.com for more Information

COLDweu.
BANKeR0

1ST REALTY GROUP
414 South 12th Street
Mumy,KY 42071
753-1651, ask for Renee

2.9%
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000
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All New
This charming 4-5 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath home features Pella
windows, hardwood foyer. oak cabinets, fireplace, extra large
panty with open airy kitchen overlooking the dining room and
living room areas with a beautiful backyard and deck. This is a
wonderful home for the active family. Price has been reduced
to $159,900. Seller is motivated to sell. MLS# 21919
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PEPPERS TOYOTA
2420 E. Wood St.

Paris, TN
(731) 642-3900

1-800-325,3229
www pepperstoyota.com
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Merriment program

Anniversary

Crider couple will celebrate
25th anniversary Tuesday

Quilt Lovers of Murray will have their
annual Christmas party on Tuesday at 6
p.m. in the community room of Calloway
County Public Library.
Nlembers are asked to bring a salad or
vegetable dish or dessert, with a serving
utensil. The meat, rolls, drinks, plate and
cutlery will be furnished. The room will
be open at 5:30 p.m.
In lieu of any gifts, members should
Jo's
bring items (canned food, paper supplies
for Need Line.
Datebook or other non-perishables)
in decoratinterested
is
committee
The
Burkeen
By Jo
ing the room with Christmas related quilts.
Community
If you have one to display, please be sure
Editor
to bring it. according to Margie Vander
l,uitaren, member.

Frank and Rebecca Crider of 1002 Irene Terrace, Murray,
will celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary on Dec. 21, 2004.
They were married on that date in 1979 at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy Hall of Murray. Pastor William Cox officiated.
Witnesses were Mrs. Cecil Crider and Mr. Rudy Hall.
Mrs. Crider, the former Rebecca Hall, is the daughter ot
Rudy and Lottie Hall. She is a registered nurse at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, where she has been employed for
22 years.
Mr. Crider is the son of the late Ted Crider, the stepson ot
Pattie Ann Crider of Mayfield, and the son of Shirley M.
Smith of Murray. He is a nurse practitioner with Radiotherapy Associates of Paducah.
Their two children are Lee Ann Crider. 24, now in pharmacy school at Chapel Hill, N.C., and Emily Kathleen Crider.
15. a student at Murray High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Crider celebrated their anniversary with a
vacation in Hawaii last summer.

meet
County Extension Council will
will have a

Applications being taken
for basketball camp
CHARLOTTE, N.C. —
Applications are now being
evaluated for The Ten Star All
Star Summer Basketball Camp
which is by invitation only.
Boys and girls between the
ages of 10 to 19 are eligible
to apply. Players form 50 states
and 17 foreign countries attended the 2004 camp.
College basketball scholarships are possible for players
selected to the All-American
Team.
Camp locations include

j

111111
41
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Photos provided
Performing Christmas music for the Dickens
Christmas Main Street Merriment Program, coordinated by Becky Vinson on Dec. 3, included, top photo, Dr.
Chris Poor, along with his daughters, Savannah on
mandolin and Sabry on violin. Another program of
musicians on guitars and violines consisted of, bottom
photo, Laura Hawkins, Kristina Fricker, Sarah Houston,
Tyler Coursey, Karen Thompson and Canny Ottway.

Ladies ot the Oaks Country Club held their regularly scheduled Bridge play on Dec. 15 at the club house.
Martha Enix won first and Mary Alice Smith, won second.
Shirley Wade was hostess for the day.
The ladies will not play Bridge on Dec. 22 or Dec. 29; but
will play Vifednaay. Jan. 5, at 9:15 a.m. at the club house.
Bronda Parker, phone 750-1009. will be hostess.

ThISSENTIAL DAY SPA
Let Lis help With \our Hoidati 3hoppInt-,

SCHEDULE GOOD THAU DEC. 21

• MASSAC.1 THIRAPN •FACIALS • HAIRCARF
•SMARM;•NI \\ICUREs \D PEDICURES
• \Rom xl iii R 111 •Born Wit APS •Gtt Nuts

MATINEES EVERYDAY

Lemony Snicket's
PG - 1:30 - 3:50 - 6:50 - 9.1i .

Gift Certificates Available
1307 Johnson Blvd. • Murray • 270-767-0760

Spanglish
P613. 12:55 - 3:40- 6:55 - 9)'
Polar Express
G - 12:50 - 3:05
Blade: Trinity
R - 7:35 - 9:50

tiappy

Holidays!

raltbal
Artgage
Link it,

Flight Of The Phoenix
P613 - 1:20 - 3:45 - 7:00 -

National Treasure
PG - 1:25 - 4:00 - 7:10 - 9:40
Christmas With The liranks
PG - 1:10 - 3:25 - 7:20 - 9:25
.
Program information Caii 753-3314 :

WATCH needs
aluminurri cans
WATCH Center at 702 Main
St., Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. These may be taken
to the center during regular
hours; or persons may drive
through the driveway on the
west side of the center and
place them in the cotton wagon
there anytime day or night.

Jefferson Pilot Securities
Corporation Branch Office
Sycamore • Suite A
Murray. KY

fr/

D. KING

GE ProfileTM
30" Range
"Mom Will Love You For It!"

Call For More Information

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

• LIFE INSURANCE
• 40 1(K)• SEPs • IRAs
• IRAI401(K) ROLLOVERS
• ANNUITIES
• MUTUAL FUNDS

SUBSCRIBE

Singles to plan dance at meeting

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
Plans for the New Year's Eve dance to be Dec. 31 from 7:30
p.m. to 12:30 a.m. at the Joe Creason Building, 1600 Park
Ave., Benton. DJ Gary Long will provide the music. The cost
will be $7 per person and each one is asked to bring a snack
to share. Murray Singles will provide coffee, soft drinks and
party favors. For Information call Jackie at 1-270-247-7754,
Helen at 761-3141 or Peggy at 753-8021.

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Rho Chapter to meet Tuesday

Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa will meet Tuesday at 6
p.m. at the home of Joanna Wilder.

Sport camps will be held Thursday
First Baptist Church will sponsor two sports camps on Thursday at the Carr Health South Gym, Murray State University.
Benji Kelly will direct the basketball camps for ages 5 and up
from 10 a.m. to noon. Mitch Grogan and Rick Grogan will
direct the baseball camp for ages 8 and up from 3 to 5 p.m.
For information call Joetta Kelly, minister of preschool and
children at First Baptist Church, at 753-1824.

'Christmas in the Park' at Central Park
"Christmas in the Park" events at Central Park include "A
Festival of Lights" which may viewed while driving through
the park from 6 to 9 p.m. until Dec. 26. A donation of $2 or
five non-perishable food items are requested with the money
going to the park and the food to Need Line.

Santa Claus will be on courtsquare
Santa Claus is coming to downtown Murray. He will be at
his home on the courthouse square located on the north side
of the courthouse. His hours will be noon to 2 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Persons may come and also get a
picture made with Santa. For information call Murray Main
Street at 759-9474.

Health Express lists stops

(270) 753-7407 • 111 N. 12" St., Suite B • Murray • 42071
www.globalmtglink.com

Ocean's Twelve
P613 - 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:15 - .4

•tr ft.

.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

Ladies of Oaks Country Club

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

special
Calloway County Extension Council
called meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at the Extension office at 310
North Fourth St., Murrray. All members and all inerested persons are invited.

•

Beloit, Wis.; Prescott. Ariz.,
Belmont and Thousand Oaks.
Calif, Sterling. Colo, Bridgeport, Conn., Babson Park, Fla..
Atlanta, Ga., Carlinville and
Macomb. Ill., Greencastle, Ind..
Atchison, Kan., Baltimore, Md..
Ypsilanti, Mich., Hickory, N.C..
Schenectady, N.Y., Bluffton,
Doylestown. Penn..
Ohio,
Lebanon. Tenn., Commerce.
Texas, Blacksburg, Va., and
Lyndonville, Vt. _
For a free brochure, call I 704-373-0873 anytime.

do

Quilt Lovers of Murray
plan Christmas party

We Service All Brands'
212 East Main St. • 753-1586

JON

REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVE
753-5236

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse checks and osteoporosis heel
scans Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 2:30 p.m. at
Wal-Mart. Paris. Tenn.; Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to noon and
I to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart, Murray.

Murray Lodge will meet tonight
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall, Highway 121 North and
Robertson Road North.

Refrigerator and van needed
Angel Alerts have been issued by the Calloway County Family Resoutte Center. A family size refrigerator is needed for a
family of four. A reliable transportation van is needed for a
large family. Anyone having either one to donate call the center at 762-7333.

Parent Support Group will meet
Parent Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous,
will meet Monday from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call
753-7004.

6eason's greetings

Scholarship applications due
Wishing you a wonderful holiday filled with

Applications of scholarships of Blood River Baptist Association are due, if hand delivered, by Thursday. or postmarked
by Dec. 28, 2004, at the association office at Hardin. For
information call 437-4203.

memories

you'll treasure.
We appreciate your business this past year.
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Cell phones being collected
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HWY.641 N. • MURRAY ,
753-1725 • 1-800-472-8852

God Bless Each 81. Every One.

Liberty Tax Service in the North business center at 1900 N.
12th St., Murray is helping the military personnel serving overseas call home. Persons are asked to bring oin your old cell
phones which will be exchanged for phone cards for the military to call their loved ones during the holidays. For more
information call 753-7650 or visit www.libertytax.com.

Our warmest holiday wishes go out to you and
yours during this special time of year.
You have made this year special for us.
and we thank you for your valued patronage.

•
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The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
301 N. 12th • University Square, Murray • 759-1019
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CCMS Students of Month

Ky Leigh Rashae Hicks
Justin and Va Rhonda Hicks
of Fayetteville NC are the parents of Ky Leigh Rashae who
was born on Dec. 9, 2004 at
University of North Carolina
Hospital of Chapel Hill. Ky
Leigh weighed 7 pound 8
ounces and was 20 inches long.
Both parents are graduates
of Calloway Co. High School.
Justin is a member of the US
Army stationed at Ft. Bragg,
NC.
Grandparents include Rhonda Eldridge of Mayfield, Randy
and Tina Wright and Earl and
Cheryl Hicks of Murray and
the late Johnny Chambers.
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Charles and Kara Cella of
Pembroke. Mass., recently welcomed two additions to their
family.
Emma Kate Jianshuai, born
Dec. 20, 2003, in Jiangsu
Province, China, was adopted
Sept. 21, 2004.
Chloe Annabelle Cella was
born Oct. 8, 2004, at South
Shore Hospital, Weymouth,
Tamara Lynn Tucker and Lcpl. Michael Lee Bennett, both Mass. She weighed 8 pounds
20
of Murray, were married Friday, Nov. 26, 2004, at Glendale 7 ounces and measured
inches.
Road Church of Christ, Murray.
Siblings include Madeleine
The bride is the daughter of Terry and Jan Tucker. She is
Jackson,
the granddaughter of Ted Potts and the late Norella Potts and Grace, 8, and Charles
5.
Jerry Don and Shirley Tucker, all of Murray.
Paternal grandparents Ron
Special seating and recognition was given to Billie K. Hall,
Doris Cella of Murray, Ky.
and
great-aunt of the bride.
grandparents are
Maternal
Jim
late
and
the
Bennett
of
Kathy
The groom is the son
Nowlan of
Rick
and
Louise
Bennett. His grandparents are Ms. Sally Futrell and the late
Bruce
and
Mass.,
Scituate,
and
Audra
Bennett
(Bud)
William Futrell and the late Clarence
Kuechler of Lakeville, Mass.
Daphine Bennett, all of Murray.
Bro. Harold Irvan officiated at the wedding. Bro. Irvan had
They say genes
married the bride's parents.
The bride chose Megan Raspberry as her maid of honor.
skip generations.
Bridesmaids were Toni Reynolds, sister of the groom, and BritMaybe that's why
tany Johnson.
Shayla Phillips, daughter of Johnny and Dana Phillips and
grandparents find
cousin of the bride, was flower girl.
man.
best
his
as
Murray
of
Stewart
their grandchildren
The groom chose Bobby
Groomsmen were Brian Reynolds, brother-in-law of the groom,
so likeable.
and Corey Downey. Wesley Tucker, brother of the bride, and
—Joan McIntosh
Justin Phillips, were ushers.
the
of
cousin
and
Potts
Kevin Potts, son of Dan and Dana
bride, was ring bearer.
Kay Creech. aunt of the bride, directed the wedding. Sara
Griggs. daugher of Allen and Barbara Griggs, kept the guest
register.
Decorations were by Daundra Clark of Benton and pictures
were by Tonda Thomas of Murray.
A reception followed in the church fellowship hall with Jean
Phillips. aunt of the bride, Barbara Griggs, aunt of the groom,
and Rhonda Riley. cousin of the bride, as directors.
WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
Servers were Ashley Crick and Chloe Ehrsam, both cousins
of the bride. Sara Griggs, cousin of the groom, and Danielle
'Free In-Home Estimates
Barrett. The cake was by Vicky of Benton.
*Financing Available
High
County
Calloway
of
graduate
2002
a
is
The bride
*Window Blinds
is
she
where
School. She is attending Murray State University
*Professional Installation
education.
elementary
in
majoring
currently a junior
Satisfaction Guarantee
*100%
High
County
The groom is a 2001 graduate of Calloway
Brands of Ceramic,
Major
*All
Marine
States
United
the
with
serving
School. He is currently
Hardwood,
Vinyl,
Carpet,
and is stationed at Cherry Point, N.C.
Commercial
and
Laminate
the
duties,
military
to
obligation
Because of the groom's
Roofing
couple had only two nights honeymoon at the Sheraton in
downtown Nashville, Tenn. The couple plans to take a cruise
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
to the Caribbean in December 2005 following the graduation
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
of the bride from Murray State University.
Office (866)936-6600
Cell (270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.com

Call 753-1916 to announce
your special event
(14-eat Reyeats
Consignment Clothes 8r' Costume Rental
Men • Women • Children
Tacky Formals 50's-70's Styles • Maternity • Nursing
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Calloway County Middle School's sixth grade Students
of the Month of December are Aaron Clark, Caitlin Roe,
Caitlin Jackson and Roger Graves. These students
were chosen because of outstanding character, work
habits, behavior and cooperation with their peers and
teachers.

Read Community daily
Emma Jianshuai Cella

GFtlEETIINGs

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/CallowAy County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME

Chloe Annabelle Cella

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying, "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We hove been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 Over 50 years!
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Resident Christmas Party/Open House
Refreshments

Thursday, Dec. 23rd
2 p.m.

Chrisfinos
carols

Music by Marie Taylor
1505 Stadium View Drive • Murray • 753-7109

During this Holiday Season
stay involved iii community
local sales events.

Name Bread CI•titops Out Daily

Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm • 605 S. 12th St. • 762-0207

Have your hometown news
delivered daily.
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Ky Leigh Rashae Hicks

Lcpl and Mrs. Michael Bennett
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Emma Kate Jianshuai Cella
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DENTS OF THE MOM

key to our suttoss Is you, our customers.
Have a very happy holiday.
forward to seeing you again.

ORS INC.
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Hwy. 45 North
Mayfield
1400-3614720
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Tobacco outlook filled with questions

Help Wanted?
Help Found.
In The Ledger
& Times Classifeds

•On Star
•3rd Row
Seating
MSRP
636,380.00

2005 Che
Tahoe
Stk./4'15066

983'
MSRP
$40635 00

Stk.#675058

to the average estimated price
for No. 2 quality tobacco at
$1.53. No. 2 quality is where the
majority of Kentucky's contracted burley falls based on previous
sales history.
"So obviously, average-yielding producers are going to find it
difficult to survive under this
environment,
post-buyout
to accept
willing
are
they
unless
own
their
for
return
a lower
labor," he said. "Growers who
traditionally achieve yields of
2,500 pounds or more will have
some profit opportunities,
assuming they do not sacrifice
quality."
But as quality decreases
below No. 2 tobacco, prices further decline, making any profitability even more difficult.
Cash receipts for tobacco in
2004 likely will exceed $450

SALE PRICE

•On Star
•Trailering
Package

2005 Chevy
Suburban

LOUISVILLE, Ky. -- As
Kentucky's tobacco producers
move into a world without a program, quality leaf and productive yields will be the key to
profitability, according to a
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture tobacco economist.
For 25 years, Kentucky's
average production per acre of
burley has been 2,100 pounds
but that won't likely be enough
to he profitable in a post-buyout
market based on one company's
price list for the coming year,
said Will Snell, UK Extension
agricultural economist.
Many tobacco producers will
have to improve production efficiency to make a profit based on
a cost-of-production estimate of
$1.55 per pound for 2,100
pounds per acre. That compares

SALE PRICE

$3O,631*
• Reg. Cab

(ihristrnas
,
,
(`Mks:09s
May you rejoice
in His love
this Christmas Season.

McKee! Equipment Co.
503 Walnut• 753-3082

a very consolidated number of
individuals involved in producing the 2005 crop and beyond."
Production gradually will
shift to central and midwestern
parts of Kentucky, he anticipates., On demand side.
Kentucky's burley will be more
competitive but that will be constrained by the response of foreign markets to U.S. price
changes, a declining domestic
market and thee availability of
U.S. burley.
Snell said he has a big concern about whether Kentucky
and Tennessee producers will
supply the amount of tobacco
manufacturers want in 2005 and
if they don't what will happen.
Will manufacturers look elsewhere or increase prices?
Based on a survey of county
Extension agents in 70 counties
that represent more than 75 percent of last year's quota, Snell
said if prices average $1.65.
about 10 percent of the production would be lost while at $1.50
said.
"Undoubtedly, we are look- average, they anticipate losing
ing at a considerable amount of about 30 percent.
To help producers with buyconsolidation. If you look at the
decisions and general buyout
years
data, in the past couple
questions, information can
out
owners
more than two-thirds of
at
found
be
tobacco
have leased out their
oEcon.
/Tobacc
.edu/ag
www.uky
think
I
"So.
quotas," he said.
es
most of us realize those folks In addition, Snell and colleagu
ee
Tenness
of
ty
Universi
the
at
post-buy
a
of
part
will not be a
State
out era. On top of that there are and North Carolina
a
.on
working
are
ty
Universi
to
-like
who'd
als
individu
the
be
will
retire and individuals that can't national Web site that
compete. So, when you roll available sometime after the
those together, we are looking at first of the year.

million but it will be a challenge
to sell $400 million in 2005,
Snell said, during the annual
Agricultural
Kentucky
Economic Outlook conference
held in conjunction with the
Bureau
Farm
Kentucky
Federation convention.
However, buyout money will
begin to flow into the state next
year. At the minimum. Kentucky
quota holders and growers are
expected toreceive $250 million
and some may take accelerated
payments increasing the state's
buyout money in 2005.
There remains a lot of uncertainty as Kentucky growers
enter into this new production
era. Snell said.
"There's uncertainty in
who's going to grow it, where's
it going to be grown and what's
the profit potential all the way
down to when are the buyout
checks going to arrive, what
about Phase II payments and the
grower lawsuit settlement," he

Applications being accepted for
wetland, grassland programs
Special to the Ledger
USDA Natural Resources
Con4ervation Service is accepting applications for both the
Wetland Reserve Program and
Reserved
Grassland
the
Program. Landowners may

MSRP
$11825.00

SALE PRICE

2005 Chevy $11)Mt
Colorado LS ILION
5tk.#8T5105

•5300 V-8
MSRP
$29,765.00

SALE PRICE

2005 Chevy
Silverado Ext. $22
1949'
Cab LS
112.415151

•On Star Plus
Package
MSRP
828360.00

Gentle Line chairs deliver style
and durability that will last for
years to come. Plus, Pride's
Gentle Line offers numerous
standard features, incredible
comfort, and quiet and smooth
performance, all at a great value.
MEDICARE • WORKMAN'S COMP
R
MAJO MEDICAL SUPPLEMENTAL INSURANCE

HOMECARE MEDICAL SUPPLY

— PIPc
PtF
,VWW 1111 r

414 SOUTH NINTH ST.• MAYFIELD • 247-3232
247-4139 • 1-800-745-0732• FAX (270) 745-0732
•
www.cornerdrugstore.com
Dedicated to Prompt. Friendly Service For Over 65 Yeats

apply for WRP or GRP at any
time however, applications
received by Jan. 21 will be considered for the 2005 program
year.
Applications received after
Jan. 21 are held until the next
evaluation period.
Eligible lands under the
Wetland Reserve Program
(WRP) include farmed wetlands, prior converted cropland
and farmed wetland pasture. The
primary purpose is to restore
land back to wetland. The program offers three enrollment
options: permanent easement,
30-year easement or a minimum
of 10-year agreement.
In Kentucky, eligible land for
Reserved
Grassland
the
Program must be 40 contiguous
acres of land that includes grasslands and land that historically
have been dominated by grasslands and fortis. Grass and forage improvement for new seeding will be limited to native and
warm season grasses and forbs.
Primarily, land enrolled in
GRP would be prohibited from
being cropped, urban development,construction of new buildings and upgrading existing
farm roads. The program offers
'several enrollments options that
include permanent easement,
30-year easement, and 10-, !Sand 20-year agreements.
For more information regarding WRP or GRP programs.
consult
please
http://www.ky.nrcs.usda.gov/pr
ograms or contact the local
Natural Resources Conservation
Service at 88 Robertson Drive
South in Murray.

BOB
CORNELISON
Home
Auto
Farm.
IRA's
Nursing Home

HWY. 121 BYPASS• 753-4703
WIMP' kfbmorimi
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Holiday safe travel
tips are suggested
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'The lemon law'

or
LEXINGTON, Ky. — It's magnet so that emergency flash- als in your checked baggage,
destinayour
at
them
the most wonderful time of the ers, which can drain the car bat- purchase
gifts there."
year. The holidays bring spe- tery, don't have to used for a tion and wrap your
cial gatherings and parties. long period of time.
•In the event of an emer- REMEMBER YOUR HEALTH
Many people will travel great
Regardless of the way you
distances to see family, friends gency, raise the hood and notify
travel, if medication is taken
police.
and loved ones.
regularly, it's important to take
But traveling during the winmore with you than what might
ter months also can be potential- TRAVELING BY AIR
necessary, McCool says.
seem
the
a
safes,
UK
top
so
of
out
When traveling
ly dangerou
ty official says it's important to state or especially out of the "Should you find yourself
remember there are many pre- country by air, it's a good idea to delayed somewhere, it may not
cautions travelers can take to check the laws of your destina- be easy k obtain more medicaensure the best - and safest - tion 4pot to make sure every- tion." ."
McCool suggests that if you
thing you plan to take along is
trip possible.
traveling by air, it is best to
are
Robert McCool, project man- legal to possess at your destinamedications in a carry-on
carry
the
way.
y
Injury
along
stops
Kentuck
the
the
of
and
tion
ager
Also, check the airline regu- bag. Checked luggage may
Prevention and Research Center
,
ty
of
Kentucky
Universi
lations and Department of become lost, stolen or delayed.
at the
Also, carry the name and
advises people to start a trip the Homeland Security regulations
information of a primary
contact
This
a
fly.
to
car
to
the
plan
if
carefully you
right way by taking
emermechanic for an inspection to will help ensure any items car- care physician. In an
care
health
help
can
it
gency,
bagyour
in
funcried on or checked
confirm that everything is
need to contioning properly. The inspec- gage are both legal and permit- providers who may
tact your primary care physition should include checking air ted on the aircraft.
cian. Finally, McCool suggests
wrapnot
suggests
tires.
McCool
the
in
pressure
leaving an itinerary and contact
if
Next, McCool says families ping your holiday presents
information with a friend or relfly.
checklist
a
to
plan
you
together
should put
"Presents which are wrapped ative. Make sure this person
to ensure that they have everyg:
includin
may be opened by security knows where you will be should
thing they need,
says. someone need to contact you
McCool
• Making sure you have screeners,"
during an emergency.
materiwrapping
,
pack
"Instead
directions and a map.
111 Watch the weather a few
days prior to leaving, and make
proper adjustments to the route
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST'
to avoid a potential delay.
Owned & Operated Since 1987
Family
"Driving
rested.
•Stay well
1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber, KY
while sleepy can be just as danintoxiwhile
gerous as driving
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
cated," McCool says.
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
I. Self-supporting 2r6
for
with wire mesh
•Only using cell phones
- trusted rafters 21t C C
e. 12 footing
emergencies while driving. Be
J.112 plywoodiO.S.B
ane
Polyureth
C
K. Seal down shingles
prepared that the phone may nor
under concrete
L. Overhang covered
in
bolls
don't
Anchor
D
so
places,
some
work in
M. Overhead steel
concrete
rely on them to summon emerE. Treated bottom
plates
service door
d
N. Steel
gency assistance quickly.
A O 2x4 fascia
.
F. Constr gr.
II Stock your vehicle with
studs
aluminum covered
emergency and comfort supG. 7/16 0.S B
P 21110 headers
g
undersidm
plies, like blankets. "Items such
O 4r4 raised curb
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding
as a first aid kit or a nonperishand Location
es
We offer you: FREE Estimates. Referenc
able snack may be necessary
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
should there be a traffic accident
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
or if the vehicle breaks down,"
Deluxe Models wq vinyl siding
Deluxe Models w/ hardboard siding
57.2'
he cautions.
$6.775 1 112 CAR 112x201
1 112 CAR (12x20)
9'
57.575 2 CAR (18x20)---------------------Si
•If problems do arise on the
2 CAR (18x20)
57.995 (22x22)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
road - such as a car breaking
. Sr) ,1
...
58.075 2 1r2 CAR (24)(24)..
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
S9
down - McCool says it's impor(24x30)
CAR
1/2
2
LARGE
775
Se
LARGE 2 1t2 CAR (24x30)
510 •
2 1'2 CAR (24r 36i
tant for motorists to get off the
q4136)--------------------$10575 LARGE
S11.3
..S11.075 LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
roadway if possible. Bring
LARGE 3 CAR 130130) ..
514.875 130x40)
,30x40t
along a battery-powered emerOFF-LEVEL LOT - CALL US
PLUS
attached
be
can
gency light that
gai.igc,
Check us out online for custom-built
to the top of the vehicle with a
buildings at www.bbgarages.com

covered.
A new ear -- not used —
car
A
used.
Under the lemon law, defects
"gently"
not even
in the new vehicles must appear
with plastic on the scats, an
odometer
within I 2.0(X) miles or 12
reading
months of the date ot delivery
with just
to the buyer, whichever is soonit,few test er. In this case, the owner must
drive
report the defect to the manumiles on
facturer in writing.
it and
If the manufacturer is unable
that "new to repair the defect after a reacar"
sonable number of attempts
smell.
during the I2-month, 12,000Letter of the
It
mile period, then the manufacshould be
Law
turer, at the option of the cusjust pertomer, must provide full refund
By David
feet. But
Harrington
or a comparable vehicle
Calloway County somereplacement. The manufacturer
times,
Attorney
may opt to offset a reasonable
those new amount as compensation for the
cars are
owner's use of the defective
not perfect. In fact, sometimes,
vehicle.
those new cars are lemons.
The law defines a "reasonThat is why Kentucky has
able number of attempts" as
the "lemon law."
four or more attempts to fix the
same defect or if that same
The lemon law deals only
defect keeps the vehicle out of
cars.
new
defective
with
Defective used cars are not cov- commission for a total of 30 or
more days. In either of these
ered by the lemon law. Another
cases, if the manufacturer refusimportant point is that the law
es to follow the law, the buyer
covers only Kentucky residents
who buy or lease a new vehicle. can sue the manufacturer, and
Residents from other states who the court may choose to award
attorney's fees to the buyer.
buy a car in Kentucky are not
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BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
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However, before filing suit,
the buyer must attempt to
resolve the matter through afternative dispute resolution.
Alternative dispute resolution uses an arbitration panel to
help settle the situation. The
panel's decision is binding on
the manufacturer, but not on the
vehicle owner. If the owner
dissatisfied or if the issue cannot be resolved through alternative dispute resolution, the
owner has the option to file
suit. Suits must be filed within
two years of the date the automobile was originally delivered
The law applies only to
defects that substantially impair
the use, value or safety of tile
vehicle. If the defects are the
result of abuse, neglect or modifications made by the buyer,
then the law does not apply.
The lemon law is complex
and requires the vehicle owner
to endure considerable inconvenience in attempting to
resolve the issue. However,
there are other avenues to be
pursued. some of which will be
discussed in next month's column.
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Louisville to have wildlife port
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — Starting Jan. 5,
Louisville will become the 17th city in the country
with its own wildlife port_ operated by federal
inspectors.
The move will allow the direct import and
export of wildlife and wildlife products — animals
such as parrots or tropical fish and products such
as reptile-skin boots or furs.
Previously, packages containing animal products might come to Louisville from Asia. then be
sent to Anchorage, Ala. or Newark. NJ. for
inspection before being returned to Louisville,
where packages finally could be sent to their final
U.S. destinations.
The port figures to be a boon for United Parcel
Service, which no longer will have to rely on faraway ports for required inspections, said company
spokesman Mark Giuffre.
It also should help small businesses, including
a Louisville producer of Kentucky caviar, to tap
overseas markets. And local hunters should find it
more convenient to bring wildlife trophies back

from Canada or other countries.
The port status also moves Louisville to the
forefront in the global battle against wildlife
smuggling — a $5 billion-a-year industry, second
only to illegal drugs in illicit trade.
"We have a huge, daunting task to stop it," said
Ray Born, supervisory wildlife inspector for the
new office, which has eight employees alread.v
working.
The wildlife inspectors also help ensure that
animals that can carry dangerous diseaca..s are kept
out of the country, including birds that could carry
virulent strains of avian flu, said Sandra Cleva ,
spokeswoman for the Fish and Wildlife Service's
enforcement office in Arlington, Va.
Last month, a senior World Health
Organization official warned that a form of avian
flu could kill as many as 100 million people
worldwide.
The movement of wildlife or wildlife products
is highly regulated by U.S, laws and international
treaties.

Holiday schedule announced for LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
The Administrative Office at
Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
National Recreation Area will
be closed Friday, December 24,
and Friday December 31, 2004
in observance of the holidays.
The Golden Pond Visitor
Center will close at 12 noon on

Friday, December 24 and will
remain closed Christmas Day.
In addition, the Golden Pond
Visitor Center will also close at
12 noon on Friday, December
31, 2004 and remain closed on
New Year's Day.
Wranglers Campground, Elk
& Bison Prairie, and Turkey Bay

•

OHV Area will remain open
during the holidays. Please call
ahead (270-924-2000) t check
on any trail closures due to wet
weather conditions. You may
also check on trail conditions at
www.lbl.org
under
"Trip
Planning".
The USDA Forest Service.
one of the nation's leading
providers of outdoor recreation,
manages Land Between The
Lakes. LBL information is
available by calling 1-800-LBL7077 or 270-924-2000, or on the
Internet at www.lbl.org.
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JUST GOT BETTER!

Photo provided

The Briggs & Stratton Corporation Foundation made a contribution to Murray State
University Foundation for $8,500. These funds are to be used for the Department of
Industrial & Engineering Technology, specifically software and hardware upgrades
that pertain to engineering co-ops. Pictured, from left, is Larry Bartling, Vice
President and General Manager, Small Engine Division, Briggs & Stratton; Danny
Claiborne, Chair of Murray State University College of Science, Engineering &
Technology; and Rodney Bohannon, Plant Manager of Briggs & Stratton.

Kia SPectra gets worst crash rating
WASHINGTON(AP)— The
Kia Spectra is the first vehicle
since 2001 to get the insurance
industry's worst safety rating in
a frontal crash test, according to
results released Sunday.

The Spectra, a small, four- were injured in the 40 mph crash
door sedan that starts at $13,240, test. The last car to get that ratgot the Insurance Institute for ing was the Chevrolet Cavalier
Highway Safety's lowest rating in 2001.
of poor after a crash test
"Most manufacturers have
dummy's head, chest and legs
figured out how to design vehicles to do a good job protecting
people in frontal crashes," said
Adrian Lund, the institute's
chief operating officer."Kia lags
behind its competitors."
Kia Motors America Inc. said
Thank you for all of your
it has met with institute officials
business this past year'
to determine how to improve the
vehicle's performance. The
company also said it was comfortable with the level of safety
the Spectra provides.
Only two small cars — the
Mazda 3 and the Hyundai
Elantra — earned the institute's
highest rating of good in this
round of testing. The Suzuki
Forenza and the Saturn ION
were rated acceptable. the institute's second-highest rating.
The institute tests vehicles in
a 40 mph crash and rates them
based on three criteria: the
amount the vehicle crumples
into the driver's space, injuries
to the crash test dummy and a
& Gifts
slow-motion analysis of how
well the seat belt worked.
HWY 641 N • MURRAY
753-1725 • 1-800-472-8852
A good rating means a driver
wearing a seat belt probably
would suffer only minor injuries
in a similar crash. A poor rating
means a risk of severe injury
exists.
Lund said he was surprised
the Spectra performed so poorly.
*CHRISTMAS DECOR
The institute has conducted this
test for a decade and most man*ARTIFICIAL TREES
ufacturers have built vehicles
that can withstand it, he said.
*GARDEN GIFTs
Lund said 11 small cars have
*FOUNTAINS
good ratings. Besides the Mazda
3 and the Hyundai Elantra, they
*POTS & PLANTERS
are the Volkswagen New Beetle
and Jetta, the Subaru Impreza,
Rolling Hills
the Suzuki Aerio, the Mini
Cooper, the Toyota Corolla, the
Gift Certificates
Ford Focus, the Mitsubishi
Are The Perfect Gift.
Lancer and the Honda Civic.
Most of those cars were tested
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5 • Sun. 1-5
earlier by the insurance institute,
which tests vehicles as they are
redesigned.
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Study: TV entertainment's
image of religion is negative
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Send $10 payment,
photo, name of baby,
date of birth, weight
& length, parents names*
and self-addressed stamped
envelope to:
Murray Ledger & Times
Babies 2004
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42011.

Parker Katelyn H
August 17, 2004
6 lbs. • 18 1/2"
Tim& Tamm

4,
•

1islp Wanted
11:111

Certified Surgical
Technician
Immediate lull-time openings available for a CST.
day shift Qualified applicants mk, complete an
application at
Jackson harclume
Medical Center
Human Resources
Department
len Medical Center Cirde
Mayfield, Keatmin 420*
EOE NIVV/111)

40,i4.Citx

Help Wanted

Rollos
AMERICAN Red Cross
Community CPR training Calloway Library
2nd Saturday every
month Pre-registration
Call 753required
1421 for info

REWARD for return o
6 month old dog
recently spayed, tan
with bob tail, strayed
from Ezell Farm 7538341
060

firs

Help Wailed

All Christmas
clothing and toys
20% off through
December 22.
753-4005

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

.isdrairmil

40.3e
DID YOU AVERAGE
THIS PER MILE IN
THE FIRST 6
MONTHS OF 2004?
OUR DRIVERS DOI
FULL BENEFITS
EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS ONLY
OWNER/ OPERATORS WELCOME
QUALITY CARRIERS.
(800)328-2657
TALK TO:
GEORGE AT EXT. 210
OR
JEF AT EXT. 206

CERTIFIED
Maintenance
Motion
Technician
n
BLACK 8, tan Germa
International. Inc has
Shepherd 75 us. right an opening for mainteear not upngtit lost in nance
technicians
Kirksev area. 293-8728 Applicants must have
WE HAVE A NEW an electrical certificaCONSISTENCY tion or be licensed as
an etectricien, CNC/
SPECIAL!
Robotics technician,
Mechanic or other.
Gets 1x2 for 30
Applicants should fordays and 5
and
Shopping Guides for ward resumes
wage history to Mahon
only $175
International inc. lass
Maximum of 25
Market Si Pans.
words or 15 words N.
IN We oiler an outwith a graphic.
standing houdy rate
and Donate package
JULIE
OR
JILL
CALL
ID tie tight candidetas
7B3•1911

OUR TOP SALES REPS
EARN OVER $50K/YR
Mediacom is seeking Direct Sales
Representatives to promote and sell
cable and Internet services to the
Western and Central Kentucky areas.
Responsibilities will include selling
cable and Internet services through
telephone and door-to-door campaigns. This commission sales position
includes writing installation orders for
service, collection of account funds
and performing subscriber audits.
Mediacom offers a flexible work
schedule, competitive commission
structure and a comprehensive benefit
package. The successful candidate
will hold a satisfactory driving record
and reliable transportation. High
School Diploma or equivalent and
strong communication skills are essential for success. Applications will be
accepted until positions are filled at:

•
Mediacom
Attn: Karen Bast
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
Fax: 270-527-2126
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
E-Mail; kbast@medlacomcc.com
Equal Opportunity Employee

11 11 11 III II I' it 1 I I'll

Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

n.,111E/Witai.
41 iPo.NUS
IVA-WM

im Ma's
Marro KT Mil
11707164111111

Al Omens Trampartsike • Airport Service •

Certified Wien

that
You are responsible for the deductible
on
Medicare does not pay. $876 on Part A, $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.
- PREPLANNING

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.
Pre-Thana Trust
up
Set
INCREASE YOUR INCOME
27%-52%
Take checks by phone,
'fax. web!
Free recorded message
24 hours. Call now!
1-888-558-9640
z99963761
FIRST 500 CALLERS GET
$100 OFF

l'. I 0111

Tremendous Opportunity

Used Car Manager
Brandon Cadillac - Pontiac - Buick Is
looking for a team player to manage
used car inventory. Minimum 3 years
experience in new car dealership
required. Wages commensurate with
expenence. All inquiries are stnctly
confidential. Mail, tax Of e-mail
resumes by 1212404. EOE
General Manager
P.O. Box 1035
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3090(tax)
gory0brandonauknvorld.com

The Murray State University Racercard
Office is looking for a part-time assistant. The qualified individual will assist
the manager 3-4 days per week and fill in
when the manager is not in the office.
Responsibilities include, managing high
volume of student traffic coming in for

service and parents calling on the phone
with questions and concerns. Collecting
new and duplicate id fees, management
and operation of video imaging system.
Importing files, making id's for students,
faculty, staff and miscellaneous cards
and troubleshooting student cards daily.
Collection of declining balance and
deposit of cash drawer daily. Numerous
computer tasks relating to student
accounts, downloads and electronic
transfers.
Strong computer knowledge with a
minimum of five years computer and
management experience. The hourly
wage will be $12.00 per hour. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Employment
Education
Equal
Opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer. Send
resumes to: Kathy Rogers, Racercard
Systems Manager, MSU Racercard, 101
Curris Center, Murray, KY 42071.
12701762-3003.
MURRAY Art Guild
seeks Director. Part
time position for arts
and community advocate Self initiator with
strong organizational
skills. Grant writing
helpful
experience
Knowledge of Microsoft
Word and Excel. Send
resume with references
to: Debi Danielson.
Murray Art Guiid, 103
North Sixth Street.
Murray, KY 42071.
Deadline: Jan. 1,2005
For more information
call 436-2533

—

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Spectalist

Murray State University
Racercard Office
Part-time Assistant

060

The Murray Board of Education is accepting sealed bids for a Murray High School
press box located at 501 Doran Road.
Bids will be accepted until 2:00 p.m.,
Tuesday. January. 11, 2005. at the Board
Office. Specifications are on file at the
Murray Board of Education. Carter
Administration Building, 208 South 13th
Street. Murray. KY 42071. The Murray
Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any and/or all bids and waive any
irregularities in bidding.

Lou V. McGary

ii

Limousines & Vans

C.oi us we will be
glad to help
r -ay L,-7. s Times
270-7' 19116

asSteam or isarm if 753-1916

Invitation to Bid
Murray High School Press Box

Or.011 1abP4Di g

WAREHOUSE assistant manager. wareemployees
house
experience helpfuL Job
duties include office
work to fork Irft driving
to
6resume
Fax
(270)753-6023 or call
for appt. (270)7530255

Publication Date: 1/18/05
Doan to seintitiphoto ad infonnatiat 1/13/05
For afro kismet*

INSURANCE

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
r••

EXPERIENCED book
keeper needed par/
time Hours flexible
software
Quicken
experience preferred
Call 759-3772, ask for
Nelson Shroat

* ro dies irfuntL'ui
walaebaffi

L

11111SINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR"!

OUTDOOR Careers
Hiring wanting
Foremen for utility contract fteidcrews. Train
at $10thr, $148ir plus
performance bonuses
as Foreman, benefits,
and oornpeny truck &
tools. Must entoy physical outdoor work, possess strong leadership
skills, have a good
driving record, and be
flexible to travel in
Kentucky and central
States.
Osman,Inc
Call toll-free at information
14774794731
EOE,INFON
werwoemose Cern

us out
P* Webf
en the

P

vauarayivigortai

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry lsriacs!IGiren Isaacs OU'rierS

PSYCHIC READI

WILL babysit day o
Well-expen
night.
enced with children.
Call (270)978-1329

ER.
DAY care for sale
Serious inquiries only.
Call 270-759-2524

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
110
Want lo Buy

Stockade
SIRLOIN
now hiring daytime
waitress, cashier. and
Please
dishwasher
apply in person 641 S
Shpping Center
Bel
753-0440

M

R &Chalon

CLEANING houses is
Can
my business
Linda 759-9553
RELIABLE lady to
clean homes or dices.
474-2764

lifecifnmt Goa

se allieu

A reputable reader in Murray for 10 years.

450$

270150
Articies
For BM
MODEL train layou
board. 4'x8', with spa
clal curved finished
borders, very nice. $40.
OBO 753-0010
PERMANENT makeup. $65 full eyeliner, gift
certificates available.
Details in Benton. 270994-0289

1999 Fleetwood 28R.
1BA, C/H/A 753-4801
AWESOME CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
SIN2004
ALL
GLEWIDES & DOUBLEWIDES!
Landfhome packages
731-584available'
9429

TV'S
COME by & check out
our large selection of
TV's and home electronics Plasma, LCD,
DLP & Projection. TV
furniture also available
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 500 N 4th St
Murray. KY

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3611
aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 121h.
Murray.

Now accepting
applications for a parttime service manager
Apply in person
at Nick's
616 N. 12th
Murray

by: Mrs. Ann
rroder and advi.or

A true

090
Dome*& Chadors

OWN a computer? Put
Ito work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording.
FREE BOOKLET.
www vrhvorichvide.corn

270-753-24ii

DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
Like new, has fireplace,
set-up includes well &
septic' Call 731-5849429
NEW
GET YOUR
HOME TODAY WITH
"0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5849429
"
Elbows For Rant

IZZI
Horns Furnishings
CHRISTMAS Sale
New shipment of living
room suites mattresses and roll-a-ways
Save on all furniture'
Furniture
Carraway
753-1502

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
150
Midas
For Sale
12)(8' wooden shed
$900 080 Stacy 7536729
2-STROKE mini chopper, brand new, $450
559-9391. ask for Buck
4-40' Heavy Duty clear
span roof trusses with x
braces All for $500
753-3619
DRAFTSMAN'S tilting
table. $20: Metal desk.
3.x4'x28. $20. Large
Chnstmas ornaments,
pictures,
(270)227-0406.
FREE
GET a free 4-room
Satellite System. OVA
& HD receivers available. 6 months free HD
package with Dish
Network. America's top
60 w/local networks
only $29.99 per month.
Cal Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
call 759-0901.
FREE LP Gas fill will
20 lb tank purchase
B&B Brokers 7534389
PITBUU_S. 2 recliners.
car stereo system
(270)761-2890 leave
message

Lawn A Garden
SPOIL YOURSELF
This Christmas
2000 Kubota Lawn
Tractor T1760
140 hours young
Very cool hydrostatic
transmission
17 HP. 44 inch mower/
mulcher
Professionally maintained
Free trailer and seeder
Only $2.700
For test drive appointment call 924-5815

JOHN Deere 7200
Tractor. 1750 hrs. 10row planter. Call after
6pm 270-492-8790

12X55, 1BR. dean,fur
nished with appliances
must be moved. $5.000
080 615-331-3144

mobile
NICE 2BR
home and lots for rent
No pets 753-9866

1 & 2BR apts available
for immediate occupancy Please call 7538221
1 bedroom apts $250$350 per month 28R
townhouses, washer &
dryer included $410
per month 753-7569
1 OR 2br apts. NNW
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR, 1 bath W&D,
refrigerator stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
month free. 759-8780.
1BR, carport, W/D
hook-up, no pets
$325/month 753-6931
or 293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
28R, IBA. CAVA, hes
carport & storage
room. Freshly painted.
902 Southwood. 7537618

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid

Dnve • Murray. KY 4207I

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Haws am.- 12 pas.
1 pa.to S

4 bedroom house 1, 2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0506
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apattrrient, an appliances including washer/dryer, chock with, outside storage. Excellent
Location! (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085
View
FORRE ST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month. Call 7531970. Leave Message
LARGE 1BR duplex
with garage. 1549A
Martin Heights, no
pets. 753-5344, 2939970.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newry Remodeled
iBR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath, applifurnished,
ances
C/H/A, 1 year lease + 1
mo. deposit, no pets,
753-2905
NICE 2BR duplex, no
pets. 753-7457 or 436NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
ONE bedroom furnished low utilities, no
lease. No pets, deposit
required. $225. 7533949
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
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2BR house, centra
H&A, wd hookup, no
pets 753-2259, 5278174. $550 a month, 1
month deposit
2BR, 753-4860, 7531502
313R, 1 bath, refrigerator, stove & dishwasher. carport & 2 car
C/H/A.
garage.
Located 4 miles south
of Murray 1 year lease
required, deposit, no
pets. $575.00 month
436-2113.

Monday, December 20, 2004• 13
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NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGO
*All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
G &C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Mair
(270)753-62&Cell (270)293-41c.',
9 a.m.4 p.m. M-F

408 Sunbury Circle
753-0020
casewiesi prop. for rant

195 acres, joins TVA a
Wildcat Campground
county water & power
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc hunting (270)871-2834 or
(270)748-2808
79 acres, 65 tendable,
$1,900 an acre, northwest Calloway County.
753-5839
GREAT hunting on 80
acres with 4BR house
in need of TLC Has
barns
and
pond
270-753$150,000
4109. 270-227-1545

Retai
or
OFFICE
space for rent. 404 N
4th St. 850 sq.ft. or
more. Ready to show
Call 759-3772
OFFICES upstairs at
Peniques, former Corn
Austin. 767-0007

1 year old female ra
terrier dog. All shots
and wormed House
broken. Friendly and
loves kids. Call 4928028
AKC Boxer puppies
753-2168
BLUE Heeler- Border
Collie pups, 1st & 2nd
shots, wormed $85
731-642-2796
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
GREAT Pyrenees puppies AKC, $200 9940289
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
SUGAR gliders ready
for Chnstmas. Lovable.
exotic pocket pets. Call
762-0179
UKC American Eskimo
miniat u re
01101518c,
born 10/18 $250 3958396 or 205-0562
390
Unstick I Stipples
HORSES for sale. 2
Geldings. 9 yr old Bay/
15 yr old Spotted
White Incfudes tack. 2
each saddles, saddle
blankets, bridles, halropes
lead
ters,
Horses must be sold as
a pair. $1,200 Firm.
Phone:(270) 436-5900
gam-Elpm

Ig

en For his

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
Wax. lagging Doom
termite & water damLarry Nimmo
age
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
2001 F-150 Ford quad
ROY HILL
cab, 2 wheel drive,
Septic system, gravel,
white, 1 owner, 50,000
white rock
miles, $15,500. 435436-2113
4326 after 5
Dozer work & Track
'97 Dodge Dakota
hoe
extended cab, 4x4, V6
BENSON'S Home &
96,000 miles, PW. PL
Roof Repairs Free
tool box, $7,500 0130
estimates Home* 270489-6126
435-4033. cell* 270293-5166
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
436-5141 A-AFFORDHill (270)436-2113
ABLE Hauling Clean
Custom
CATHY'S
gutters
garages,
out
Wallpapering. Need
lunk & tree work
help'? Call cell: 270ROOF
home 270978-0569,
R A11:1S. New
49688EY
492-8342_
Roofs, all types 29
DNJ HANDYMAN
years experience. Call
do all the odd lobs
We
Carters
you don't have time
AFFORDABLE
A-1
for. Plus, all repairs for
HAULING all around
home and business
clean-up, gutters, tree
293-5438
work. 436-2867

2001 Yamaha Kodiak
400, 4x2, green excellent shape, low hours,
adult ridden $2,900
293-9706
Polaris
2000
425.
Expedition
$3,500. 767-9575 after
500p.m.

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
litesday, Dec. 21, 2004:
You'll have an unusually successful year if you are willing to
juggle the many demands in
your life. Actively communicate, and you'll be less likely to
disappoint others. Often, you
will change your plans at the last
minute, or events will force you
to go in another direction. Your
imagination peaks, allowing you
to be inventive and to find solutions to problems. Don't allow
worry to plague your sleep or
life. If you are single. keeping
that status might take some work
with so many admirers popping
out of the woodwork. Enjoy getting to know the different people
who approach you. If you are
attached, play out the old days in
your relationship. If you're at the
right age, a pregnancy is possible. TAURUS can be a hoot.
The Stars Show the Kind,et
Day You'll Have: 5•Dynernit;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Insight surrounds the
Winter Solstice, but so does
responsibility. Others clearly
depend on you. If you want a
change or less of a load, you are
going to have to be less available. Learn to say 'no' nicely. All
eyes are on you. Tonight: In the

17.1
1117-

11111

David's Cleaning
Services

Roofing M
novv rtiantif
Order b
pie* up next day.

"We Specialize in Cleaning
•Vinyl Sidiag & Fencing •Mobik Humes
-Brick •All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Wow •Parlung Lois & Dnveways
David Borders
(270) 767-0313 or(270)527-7176

i

DOZER WORK
INSTALL II REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS
GRAVEL HAUUNG.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding firewood Insured 4892839
Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal, clean out
attics, garages, yard
waste, etc. (270)4892583

1

Sanices Oeured
111121

Ssrvleas Oland
lEMI
LET us repair your old
furniture, inside paintstaining
and
ing
Estimate given Phone
435-4682
Right
&
QUICK
Painting, House work,
Yard work. Odd Jobs
(270)761-2559
RESICOM
LLC
Contractors,
Home repair, renovation & building services, concrete & tile vinyl
siding & replacement
270-227windows
2115, 270-436-5764

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition. and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience
Walters. 753-2592.
NEED help moving?
Experienced, referrals.
tree estimates 270703-2942

Hudson.
LAYTON
hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work
753-4545 or 492-6265

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

FREE puppies ready
for Christmas 7595234
FREE to good home
Loving German short
haired pointer/ lab mix,
1 year old, male kennel & house included,
moving can't take
489-2309 or 221-6059

lig Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscopes
Your creativity surges, yet where
you place your libido energies is
'Spontaneity'
call.
your
becomes your byword. Explain
and talk with those your actions
could impact. A key friend or
loved one makes the first move.
Tonight: Just say 'yes.'
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You need to hold yourself back, especially with spending. You also might discover that
a boss or family member makes
unanticipated demands. Be
aware of how much you have to
offer. You don't have to prove
yourself. Tonight. Off running
last-minute errands.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your sensuality and
imagination might startle even
you. Flow with ideas and let
more spontaneity into your life. A
child delights in your mood and
joins in. Share the holiday spirit
in a way that counts. Tonight:
Enjoy the moment.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** You could be overwdalreed
by work, people and all the lastminute holiday details. Take a
personal day if you can. Try to
isolate yourself, and you will feel
much better. Everyone needs
downtime, even the electric
Aquarian. Tonight: Remain mys-

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your mind relaxes and
your imagination wanders. You
finally unwind. Once more, a
2BR,
REMODELED
friend acts in an unpredictable
Eel*
1BA C/H/A. no pets, 1
manner. Instead of being upset,
$425/mo.
year lease
think of this person as a source
FOR sale: 23 acres
753-9636
of excitement, a veritable jack-inwith boat dock 2 fee
the-box. Tonight: Don't do the
SMALL house for rent. from KY Lake. 20
acres. 23 acres at deer '98 Ford white cargo norm. Break patterns.
1BR. 1BA appliances
hunting paradise. Night
van E-250. 61K miles GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
furnished. $300 a
270- 436-2921. day cell
with removable cage & **** Continue to deal with
month. 753-1222 ask
270-514-4148
others individually, and you are
shelves 270-210-0031
for Brenda
bound to be more successful.
Finally, you feel as if a burden
TS
Used Cars
FREE PALLE
has been lifted off your shoulLoading Dock of Murray Ledger &
2001 Honda Accord ders. Be freer with your words
Times
EX-L. 4-DR, Green, and actions. A meeting proves to
41K. fully loaded. be essential. Your instincts guide
First Come • First Serve
you. Tonight: Where the action
Honda certified used
Please No Phone Calls
1/04, extended warran- is.
ty 12/07 $15,000 293- CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You still carry the ball at
8073
THE
IN
WISH Vol' I WED
work or with some other key hap'01 Pontiac Grand Am
pening. Be honest with yourself.
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT?
GT, 4 door, ram air V-6,
You enjoy being the lead player.
$11,000
46,000 miles.
lit in the (-it, School I);,ti
Surpnses arrive from a distance.
For
OBO. 489-6126
148.23
Just hope it isn't unexpected
ha,
Ii
ic.
e
d
located in a cut
2000 Honda Civic LX, houseguests! Go with the flow.
211
or'
depth
a
Line:
liii
rile
frontage
auto, Tonight: Don't count on making it
mil,
64,000
feet on the NA i•
the e.t-t
cruise, an early night.
green,
i I 2 Mods from NItirra
-iilf• It
PW/PDL, CD/AM/FM. LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
1111(1.
$8,950. 759-1282
**** You are ready for the
Sale:- !plc('
unusual and different. In fact,
1999 Ford Escort, new
you crave variation and a
If it:tell...led call 1)iin Overht.
autotires,
motor, new
change of pace today. Just be
75:1-1292.
cylinder,
matic, 4
careful not to upset someone
sharp, $3,600. 753else too much. A partner or assoapartbrick
TWO story
5
after
call
5917
remodeled
VERY nice
ciate could be taken aback.
building with 5
ment
2BR, 1 58A with stove.
Excellent
Remember, ultimately you do
units.
R
two-B
1997 Astro Van. one
refrigerator, gas C/H &
about your public image
-producer.
care
income
all
green.
owner.
air, carport, w & d
Tonight: Relish the moment.
$125,000. 270-7531997
$4,500.
referpower.
hookup, no pets,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
4109, 270-227-1545
Chrysler Cirrus, one
ences required. $375.
Take time with key peo****
power,
owner, all
753-1059
ple in your life. Surpnses come
$4.500. 759-1020, 753from those you have always con1206
sidered to be stable. Work as a
team, both financially and emo15 fenced acres north
Taurus
Ford
'97
tionally. Curb flirting, as someMurray
of
east
149,000 K, $1,100.
one might take your attention as
A&F Warehousing
or
$60,000 753-1940
270-382-2197
more. Others are very sensitive.
$20-50
Near MSU
978-0523
Tonight: Play as if there is no
753-7668
EXPRESS AUTO & CYCLE SALES tomorrow.
UBRA (Sopt. 23-Oct. 22)
MURRAY Store and
10072 121 North.
**** Let others play their
Lock presently has
Farmil910n. KY
cards and demonstrate their
units available. 7535
leadership skills. In some way,
489-607
2905 or 753-7536.
their actions make life easier.
s
Christma
for
time
in
arrived
just
You'll gain keen insight into a key
PREMIER MINIIIT001- •
person's financial sense and
•
AGE •Inaidecimata
emotional intentions. You could
control storage
be a bit taken aback. Tonight:
*Security alarmed
Quality time with a loved one or
.Side & dean
a special friend.
•We sell WWI
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
•We rent 04401tfs.
*** If you are not sure. ask
753-9800.

•
•

0*--1 _1

1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chaim loaded. rear
M.4 captain's chits,
new tires, merythIng.
works, used tor 'iong
dinence leiveL aloelerd condition. Cal 7879442

vertica
with
2BR
duplex behind. Grea
investment. $65.000
270-753-4109. 270
227-1545
812 S. 9th. For sale by
owner 1779 sq. ft nice
brick home quiet residential street, $89,000.
For more information or
questions. call 812293-4170
BUY and Live Free!
Enjoy this large 3/2
brick home on a double
lot while collecting
$950 rent on three 1/1
apartments or live in a
one-bedroom
small
and collect $1450 a
month or collect $1700
and live elsewhere.
Large storage spaces
other flexible
and
arrangements possible Cable and Internet
included Big yards,
lots of trees. Walk to
hospital and downtown
iindusnes. $98,750.
(270)227j040E. Local
call
HOUSE for sale 3BR
brick, 2 bath in down
Call 753-6483
READY for you!!!
Charming 3 bedroom
brick, 2 living areas,
fireplace, appliances,
workshop,
C/H/A.
attractive landscaping,
514 Whitnell. (270)2937653, Alesia (Grey's)

tsOC ni

teriously gone.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Once more, you are
spontaneous but also unpredictable to even you. Friends
delight in your company, even it
is work buddies at a meeting.
Infuse the holiday spirit into your
interactions. Remember someone who might be alone for the
holidays. Tonight: Don't worry
about tomorrow. Live in the
moment.
BORN TODAY
Tennis champion Chris Evert
(1954), actress Jane Fonda
(1937). musician Frank Zappa
(1940)

One of the
advantages
bowling has
over golf is
that you seldom lose a
bowling ball.
—Don Carter

•111.•

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
1d iise,,Ity ebbing She es& 11104/04141r111 by ear easel
.0111e0144
programs that allow us to say "yes"
have
We
•
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today ter your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

Wleisainfs/
0/t4 Season.
With joy in our hearts, we wish all our
customers,friends andfamilies a truly
joyous holiday season.

Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

ISM Parker

'

701 Main Stree • Murray, KY • 753-5273• www.parkorford.com

,

•
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•
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Isokinollack
10 years ago

In the past, the work done
by Calloway County Family
Resource and Youth Services
Centers was previously directed to elementary and middle
school students and their families. Thanks to a $21,800 grant
awarded by the Cabinet for
Human Resources, Calloway
County High School will have
its own youth services center,
accorded to CCHS Principal
Jerry Ainley.
In the Mayfield High School
Christmas Basketball Tournament, Murray Tigers lost to
Poplar Bluff, Mo., and Calloway Lakers lost to University Heights. High team scorers were James Foster, Murray, and Brad Cleaver, Calloway.
Births reported include a
boy to Jennifer and David Cunningham, Dec. 14.

Murray Ledger & limes

Sales parties are no fun
for woman on a budget

to Betty Hahn. student teacher,
as they listen to a Christmas
story at Murray Child Development Center.
Automobile license plates
and commercial truck plates
for 1975 went on sale Dec.
19 at the office of Calloway
County Clerk Marvin Harris.
The automobile license will
each cost $12.50.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dobbins
will be married 50 years Dec.
21.

DEAR ABBY: I would like special deals by promoting
to share my pet peeve with commercial products. Ignore the
you. It's being invited to "sales solicitations as you would any
parties" for other, and don't feel guilty. If
kitchen- you're questioned, just say you
ware, beau- weren't interested in buying ty products. - it's the truth.
•••
etc. I can't
afford
to
DEAR ABBY: I recently
spend attended several soccer pracmoney
at tices for 6-year-olds. One boy
these
so- on the team, "Timmy," is so
called par- obese he can barely run. His
40 years ago
Dear Abby ties because mother screams at him from
Two Murray State College
I have three the sidelines, giving him direcstudents enroute to their homes
children to tions every few minutes. SomeBy Abigail
for the holidays died from
feed.
times the poor child "runs" in
Van Buren
injuries sustained in a two-car
I would the wrong direction and scores
collision on U.S. Highway 42
near Warsaw, Ky. They were prefer not to disclose my finan- for the opposing team. 11 perRalph P. Kuntz, 25, Kenton, cial situation to every person sonally believe he suffers from
Ohio, and Diane McNutt, 19. who issues these invitations, ADD.)Timmy said to his mothwhich arrive sometimes on a er, "I can't run!" -- and he
Massillon. Ohio.
weekly
basis. I have tried to can't. His large belly and huge
In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lakers lost tell friends that I am busy that thighs prevent him from runnight, and they either find out ning. One can see his frustra20 years ago
to South Marshall Rebels and
Peggy Williams, executive College High Colts won over that I really don't have plans tion.
or try to sign me up for an
director of Work Activities Big Sandy, Tenn. High team
After the game. each playTraining Center for the Hand- scorers were David Crick, Cal- "outside order." I have shared er is given a paper sack of
icapped (WATCH), was named loway, Tynes, South Marshall, with a few friends that I am refreshments. One time, it was
as Outstanding Citizen of 1984 and Danny Bazzell. College on a strict budget, and they a chocolate cupcake, a bag of
reply with "just come and don't chips and a cold drink. At the
by Woodmen of World Grove. High.
buy anything."
The presentation was made
end of the game, after the
50 years ago
That's not a workable solu- snacks. Timmy ran to his mothAdeline Wilson. Grove presiGalen White of Calloway
dent, at the Christmas party.
County is the Kentucky win- tion, because the consultants see er. He was crying. She was
In high school basketball ner in the soil conservation the word "no" as a challenge talking on her cell phone. She
games, Calloway Lady Lakers contest sponsored in a five- and won't take "no" for an said, "Here's 50 cents -- go
won and Lakers lost to Mur- state area by Memphis Cham- answer. Also, it's intimidating buy a candy bar." My heart
ray Lady Tigers and Tigers. ber of Commerce. Whit e oper- to see everyone else pull out aches for this boy. What would
High team scorers were Terre ates - a dairy farm in the Hazel their checkbooks. How can I you suggest? -- CONCERNED
get uninvited permanently so PARENT. BLOOMINGTON,
Malcolm and John Mark Potts community.
for Calloway and Diana RidJames Rogers, Glenn Wood- I can stop avoiding the mail- IND.
ley and Stanley Rutledge for en, A.L. Burkeen, Ivan John- box? -- CANT AFFORD MY
DEAR
CONCERNED:
IN
Murray.
ALBU- Since you can't change Timmy's
son, Owen Morris, Randall Pat- FRIENDS
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice P. terson. Herschel Pace and QUERQUE, N.M.
mother, speak to the coach.
DEAR CAN'T: Real friends That's the only person the boy
Christopher will be married 50 Charles Jenkins are new offiyears Dec. 25.
cers of Murray Camp of Wood- don't subject friends to embar- should be listening to during
rassment or use them to get a game. Perhaps the mother
30 years ago
men of the World.
Published is a picture of
will take guidance from the
Recent births reported at
Leigh Henry and Mary Anne Murray Hospital include a girl
coach regarding a healthy diet
Woolley as they snuggle up to Mr. and Mrs. James Bean.
and exercise regimen for her
By the Associated Press
son. Another thing you might
Today is Monday, Dec. 20, do is volunteer to provide some
the 355th day of 2004. There healthy snacks for the players
are Ii days left in the year.
after the games, and organize
Today's Highlight in His- the other team moms to do
tory:
the same. .
On Dec. 20, 1803, the
•••
Louisiana Purchase was comDear
Abby
is written by
North dealer.
vsent as shosyn. Jacoby opened with
pleted as ownership of the ter- Abigail Van Buren, also
Neither side vulnerable.
one heart, when he could just as easNORTH
ritory was formally, transferred known as Jeanne Phillips.
ily have opened with one spade. and
•Al 7 3
this paid off handsomely when he
from France to the United
11.1 10 8 7 6
wound up making six hearts doubled
States during ceremonies in
•A
for a score of 1,210 points.
New Orleans.
47 5 4
There was soothing to the play.
WEST
On this date:
EAST
Jacoby: ruffed the club lead, drove
4—+10962
out the ace of hearts and claimed the
In 1860, South Carolina
Et I__ CD NI DIEq--)-=
IIPA 3
—
rest of the tricks.
became
the first state to secede
•K 9 8 7 4 3 2
•Q105
At the second table, with Gabriel
from
the
Union.
4.AQ.18
41( 109632 Chagas and Pedro Assumpeao holdIn 1864, Confederate forces
SOUTH
ing the North-South cards for Brazil.
•KQ854
the bidding went:
evacuated Savannah. Ga., as
•KQ9542
North
East
South
West
Union Gen. William T. Sher•J 6
Pass
Pass
I4
2•
man
+-continued his "March to
2P
4•
4•
44
The bidding:
the Sea."
Dble
Pass
Pass
5•
North
East
South
West
5+
6,
In 1879, Thomas A. Edi6*
Dble
Pass
Pass
1
3•
Here South opened with a spade.
son privately demonstrated his
4•
5•
5
6•
the effect of which was that his side
incandescent light at Menlo
Pass
Pass
6
Dble
lost a slam. Eventually South wound
Opening lead -- ace of clubs.
Park. N.J. ,
up in six spades. whicti could not be
When there's a borderline choice
made after West led a club.
In 1963. the Berlin Wall
between which of two bids to make,
Declarer ruffed the club lead and
was opened for the first time
you never know when exercising one
played a round of trumps. When
to West Berliners, who were
choice might lead to tremendous sucWest showed out. South could not
C/VT1-1 Ift:D
allowed one-day visits to relcess, while exercising the other afford to continue trumps, so
he
might lead to absolute ruin.
atives in the Eastern sector
played a heart, hoping for a 1-1 diviThis very situation arose in dra- sion. West thereupon took the ace
for the holidays.
matic fashion on the accompanying and returned a heart for East to ruff.
In 1998, Nkem Chukwu
deal from the 1970 World Champi- and the slam went down one.
gave birth in Houston to five
onship match between Brazil and the
Observe that even if North had
United States.
girls and two boys, 12 days
ended up in six hearts at this table
At the first table, with Bobby (North had bid hearts first), the
after
slam
giving birth to another
Wolff and Jim Jacoby North-South
would likewise have failed against a
child, a girl. (However, the
for the United States, the bidding spade lead by East.
tiniest of the octuplets died a
Tomorrow: Structural visualization.
week later.)

TodagnIlistory

ContractBridge

Famous Hand

Concierge doctoring: the
wave of the future?
DEAR DR.GOT!': My husband and I live in California
and were recently informed
that our primary care physiwill
cian
soon limit
his patientbase to 600
people.
Those of us
who elect to
stay
with
him
must
ante
up
Dr. Gott $1,800 a
year (per
person)
By
and
Dr. Peter Gott over
above the
cost of our medical insurance.
Is this ethical'?
It certainly places a financial strain on us retirees.
DEAR READER: For the
past few years, doctors have
been increasingly bombarded
by lower fee schedules, higher malpractice premiums and
inexhaustible interference in our
practices by insurance companies and health maintenance
organizations. We have been
unable to halt the progressive
loss of autonomy.
As a result, some doctors
have tried to invent payment
schedules that compensate for
this interference in our profession.
One of these techniques,
called "concierge doctoring,"
achieved wide popularity back
in the 1990s. The doctor collects a monthly fee to be available and meet the patients'
medical needs.
I haven't heard much about
this ploy in many years. As
far as I know, it is ethical but
was not well received by
patients, many of whom said
"adios" and signed up with
less-imaginative practitioners
who practiced traditional feefor-service medicine.
If you like your present
physician, find him (or her)
to be attentive and skillful.
and you can afford the "membership fee." stay with him.

On the other hand, if he doesn't fit these criteria, go elsewhere.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My VA
doctor told me that I have a
torn rotator cuff and referred
me to an orthopedic surgeon,
who confirmed that this is the
cause of my extreme pain and
loss of motion; I cannot raise
my arm high enough to comb
my hair, and my arm is grow
ing weaker.
He said he would review
my MRI study and get back
to me. but doubted that surgery would cure the problem.
That was a month ago. I
disagree that this is a condition that I must learn to live
with.
DEAR READER: I agree

with you. At the very least,
the surgeon should have the
courtesy to contact you and
explain his conclusions.
Also, I am surprised that
the surgeon failed to prescribe
an intensive program of physical therapy and rehabilitation,
surely the first step before
committing you to an operation.
I suggest that you bypass
the Veteran's Administration
and seek out an orthopedic
specialist in your community.
Your primary care physician
should be able to help you
find the most experienced consultant. My prediction is that
he will first refer you for rehab,
and save surgery as a last —
but appropriate — resort.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Medical Specialists." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter. P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.

Copyright 2004, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Insect resin
4 Like a kitten
9 PooKs pal
12 Mont. neighbor
13 Big Dipper
neighbor
14 Search engine
find
15 Focus (2 wds )
17 Pondered
19 Ad —
committee
20 Binge
21 Fall softly
23 12,n
24 Non-com
nickname
27 Chat, slangily
28 Aloha in Rome
30 Exam for irs
31 GI tag
32 Some tires
34 Conversation
filler
35 Yield territory
37 Not deceived by
38 Turkish title

39 Legislate
41 Plural ending
42 Noticed
43 Squirrel away
45 Bungle
46 Muffin morsel
48 Zoo building
51 Sundial
numeral
52 Irk
54 Leaves in a bag
55 Dentist's org
56 Fragrant
compound
57 Telepathic
power
DOWN
1 Ms Taylor,
bneffy
2 Lune cooler
3 Dnve-in
employee
4 S&L protector
5 Coffee brewer
6 Nile god
7 Mounties org
8 — truly
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9 Pencil-box
items
10 Mother lode
11 Prehistoric
16 Alley from
Moo
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Me= AM Medd
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18 Springs up
20 Kind of glass
21 Buyer's
concern
22 Fraught
23 Popular dog
name
25 Dash feature
26 — Hawke
of films
28 S.F location
29 Dobbin's
dinner
32 Spy mission
33 Behold!
36 Shaggy flower
38 Tend the
aquarium
40 Neutral lone
42 Delhi address
44 Roadmap info
45 Nonstop
48 Md neighbor
47 Respond
to an SOS
48 Hail.
to Caesar
49 Home, wits.
phone book
50 Jabber
53 Movie akin
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Tornadoes, Lakers remain unbeaten at Classic

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Only Calloway County and
Union
City came away
unscathed
from Saturday's
action at the Heritage Bank
Holiday Classic at Calloway
County High School.
The host learn beat Bullitt
Central in the morning game
and followed it up with a ripping of Rossview in the nightcap.
Union City, which beat Kenwood in the morning session,
came back to beat Boyle County in the evening session.
Bullitt Central, Boyle County, Rossview and Kenwood all
went 1-1 on Saturday, while Fulton City and Grayson County
each finished 0-2 after Saturday's games.
.
Below are recaps from Saturday's games:
Union City (Tenn.) 90,
Kravrood Man./ 59
Antawn Coby was named
MVP for Union City, as he
tossed in a game-high 22 points,
including four 3-pointers, as.
the Torandoes rolled to an easy
victory over the Knights.
Union City improved to 130, while Kenwood fell to 4-4
on the season.
The Tornadoes knocked
down 14 trifectas in the game,
while putting two other players in double figures. Marquis
Weddle had 17 and Xavier
Robinson had 11 in the win.
Robert Townsend had 15 points
for the Knights.
Boyle Co. 44,
Grayson Co. 35
Daniel Potts was named
MVP for Boyle County after
leading the Rebels to a ninepoint victory over Grayson
County with a game-high 14
points.
Bryce Meredith had a teamhigh 13 points for the Cougars,

who fell to 2-5 on the year.
Boyle County (1-3) trailed
18-16 at halftime, but outscored
Grayson 14-10 in the third to
take a 30-28 lead.
asseriew Mom) 09,
Fallen CIO 53
Rossview (5-4) put four players in double figures, outracing Fulton City to a win.
James Bolden led the charge
with a team-high 15 points,
earning him MVP honors.
Meanwhile, teammates Darius
Bagewell (12), Josh Mackens
(11) and Wes Sartain (11) all
finished in double figures, as
well.
Keith Burton torched the
Hawks (5-4) for a game-high
25 points in the loss.
The Bulldogs (2-3) never
could get over a 19-9 start by
Rossview and fell behind 3529 at the break. Fulton City
was outscored 21-16 in the third.
Calaway Co. 61,
BallNI Cootral 30
Chase Futrell poured in a
game-high 19 points, earning
MVP honors for the Lakers as
they rolled to the win.
Trey Tindell had 15 for the
(6-0) Lakers.
Jeremi Bumpus had eight
for Calloway, while Wes Adams
tacked on six. Brett Welter and
Brian Murdock each had three
points, while Cody White, J.C.
Grinstead and Josh Streetman
all had two points. Wes Perry
finished with one point.
The Lakers held Bullitt Central(2-4)to single digits in every
quarter but the fourth.
Kenwood 63,
Grayson Co. 50
Freeman Pinkney had 24
points to lead Kenwood (5-4)
to the win. earning MVP honors in the first game of the
evening session.
Sean Emery tacked on 16
points in a losing effort for
Grayson County (2-6).

Ilaverstock
Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your A11112
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
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Boyle County's Brian Stead goes up for two of his gamehigh 31 points against Union City Saturday night in the
Heritage Bank Holiday Classic at Calloway County High
School.
Union City 87,
Boyle Co. 65
Steve Young quarterbacked
the Tornadoes to an easy win
over the Rebels by pacing Union
City with 27 points to earn MVP
honors. Marquis Weddle tacked
on 20 and Antawn Coby had
15. Xavier Robinson was good
for 13 points.
Brian Stead tossed in 31 in
a losing effort for Boyle County. Daniel Potts (12) and David
White (10) each finished in
double digits.

Mitt Central 71,
Fulton City 69
Nic Owens had a team-high
21 points in leading the Cougars
to a come-from-behind win
over Fulton City.
Keith Burton had 32 points
for the Bulldogs, which fell in
the closing seconds.

man center from Louisville.
had a team-high 14 points to
go with seven rebounds and a
co-game-high two steals.
Louisville (7-3) denied the
inside game to the Lady Racers in the first half, allowing
only one layup and keeping
close tabs on sophomore guard
Ashley Hayes. the national
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Saturday's Gams.
Pnatiungh 33, N Y Giants 30
Vilashinglon 26. San Francisco 16
Atlanta 34, CS10.11111 31.01
Sunday's Gams
Houston 24, Chicago 5
Minnesota 28. Detroit 27
N.Y Jets 37, Seattle 14
Kailas City 45 Denver 17
Button 33, Cimino* 17
Ptandelphia 12, Dallas 7
San Diego 21, Clineland 0
AMMO 31, St IOUS 7
N.Onions 21 Tampa Bay 17
Jacksonville 28, Green Bay 25
Oakland 40. Tennessee 35
Indianapolis 20 Baltimore 10
Monday's Game
Has England at Miami 8 p m

',cinched pliant spot
y-cancried division

Nationag

Friday's Games
Green Bay at Minnesota. 2 p m
Saturday, Dec. 25
Oa/bind at Kansas Can. 4 pm
Denver al Tenneossa. 7.30 p m
Sunday, Doe.ES
C.hicago al Dank MOOn
San Diego at Inionepolos noon
Banton al Plisburgh. noon
Houston al Jadllsorwals. noon
Atlanta al New Oi1.ans. noon
N.Y. Gann at Cincinnati noon
Bidlalo C San Francisco. 105 pm
New England at NY Jas. 3:05 p.m.
Annum at Sonde. 115 pm.
Washington at Dales, 115 p.m.
Cambia at Tampa Bay, 115 p.m.
Cdetainrid C lawny. 7.30 p.m.
Monday, D.C. V
Philadelphia lit St. Louis. 8 p.m.
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When Sparks got the ball,
he didn't think he had a shot,
so he pump-faked and drew
Louisville's Ellis Myles into the
air, in hopes of either drawleader in 3-point shots, now ing a foul or getting a better
look at the basket. That was
averaging 3.4 per game.
"pretty heady," assistant coach
The Cardinals scored the first David
Hobbs said.
10 points of the game. Will"The guy is running out
inger narrowed the lead to 20(at him), and he drives the
12 with a 3-pcinter with 10:.1.8 big guy up in the air," Hobbs
left in the first period. but said. "You've got to feel like
UofL scored the next 23 points there's no time (left)."
over the next nine minutes and
During the three-minute
took a 46-14 lead at the break. delay between the foul call
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III Sparks ...

Lady Racers fall at Louisville
Special to the Ledger
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — With
their guard play virtually shut
down by host Louisville, the
Murray State Lady Racers got
some play out of post players
Katie Willinger and Ashley
Smith off the bench in MSU's
97-45 loss Sunday afternoon.
Willinger, a 6-foot-1 fresh-

SCOREBOARD]

on Myles and Sparks' free
throws, Sparks walked to the
line, then walked back to the
huddle at least twice.
Except for Smith, hardly
anyone on the Kentucky bench
spoke to Sparks during the
delay. That's because they had
confidence in him, senior forward Chuck Hayes said.
"I knew they were going in,"
Hayes said. if 'we had to
choose one guy to shoot those
free throws, it would definitely be Sparks."
Sparks followed the Ken-

tucky-Louisville rivalry as a
child. When he decided to
transfer from Western Kentucky, Sparks narrowed his
choices to those two schools
and Oklahoma State before
deciding on the Wildcats.
"This is one of the best rivalries in college basketball, if
not the best," Sparks said.
"Kentucky basketball is huge
all around the state."
"This was for bragging
rights."

Dvain Tax-tor Cbevrotet-GMC, Inc.

BASKETBALL

1307 South 12th Street • P.O. Box 148
Hazel Highway •641 South • Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone (270) 753-2617• Fax (270) 753-1629
E-mail • dtaylor@Idd.net
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Important Tax Advantages to Expire December M.2004

if

Temporary Bonus Depreciation to End
for Business Capital Investments and Vehicle Purchases
Enacted in 2003 as part of tax legislation to stimulate business investment
and the ikconomy, businesses were temporarily permitted to take a 50%
bonus depreciation deduction for certain new equipment and other capital
investments, including vehicle purchases. To qualify for the bonus depreciation, the eligible equipment must be purchased and placed in service
on or before December 31, 2004.

Racers vs.
Delaware State
Wednesday,December 22
7:15 p.m.

In addition to reminding you of the tax advantages of certain business
investment purchases by the year end, your customers should be aware
that favorable bonus depreciation benefits for business use vehicles
expire at the end of the month.

Regional Special Events Center

TICICETS: 762-4895
SCITAct
clecking
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Refore Chrivterricrg Cale!
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20-24

Nike Tee's Starting at $9.991
Basketballs, NOW& it Samar kills 25% off!
All Shoes 20- 5frip aft It JUST IN•
Reebok Warn*** 549.99 and markdowns g oni
270453-8844

Regarding business use vehicles, the 50% bonus depreciation currently
available is in addition to the Section 179 expensing provisions for small
business, and regular first year depreciation. It may be extremely advantageous for purchasers of business use vehicles to purchase the vehicle
on or before December 31, 2004, prior to the elimination of the 50%
bonus depreciation, to gain the benefit of increased first year depreciation limits for business use vehicles.
For example, the maximum first year depreciation limits for cars 6.000
pounds unloaded gross vehicle weight and below and trucks, vans, and
sport utility vehicles 6,000 pounds grvss vehicle weight and below will
drop by $7,650($10,610 to $2,960 for cars and $10,910 to $3,260 for
trucks, vans, and sport utility vehicles).
For vehicles above 6,000 up to 14.000 pounds gross vehicle weight, the
expiration of bonus depreciation also adversely affects the depreciation
available for these business use vehicles, particularly sport utility vehicles
now limited to $25,000 expensing under Section 179. For example, in the
small business purchase of a $50,000 sport-utility vehicle used 100% for
business, the amount you can depreciate in year one will drop by 610,000
from the current $40,000($25.000 - Section 179, $12,500- 50% bonus
depreciation. and S2,500 - first year depreciation to $30,000($25,000 Section 179 and $5,000 - first year depreciation).
The above article is one of several we have received on tax advantages. Be
sure to consult your personal CPA to check if this applies to your business.

We have a large inventory and would
like to have your business.
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By MURRAY EVANS
Associated Press Writer
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competition over weekend
HERITAGE BANK HOLIDAY CLASSIC

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
If Tre, Tindell is the bread
and butter of Calloway Com's offense, then its only fair
to assume the rest of the Lakers should be considered the
meat on what might be a very
tasty sandwich this basketball
.
season in the Commonwealth
Tindell toasted Rossview
Tenn.) High for a game-high
35 points on 15-of-17 shooting. including 18 second-half
points, as the Lakers gobbled
up the Hawks.61-38 in the
nightcap of Saturday's Heritage
Bank Holiday Classic at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
CCHS improved to 7-0 on
the season, which ties the best
start in school history that
v, as set in the 1961-62 season, the second year of existence for Calloway County
High School.
Tindell was named MVP
for his efforts late Saturday
night. but modestly admitted
that without the help of four
other guys. he wouldn't have
had quite the success he has.
"It's all about us as a team
when we are on that floor,"
Tindell said. "There's no way
that I could have been successful. and we wouldn't have
come away with the win if
wasn't for everyone
it
"
ked.
invo
Laker head coach Terry
Birdsong sang Tindell's praises, as well. Although what he
saw Saturday night was something he used to see all too
much of.
"What we saw (Saturday)
is just one indication of what
we see in practice everyday,"
Birdsong said.
One guy who can imagine
what type of athlete Tindell
— and wishes he had one or
two of his own — is Hawks
head coach Fred Harper. Harper spent 19 years at Todd
Central. where he coached former Murray State great Chuck
Glass.
"Tindell is a nice physical
player. He handles his body
well and plays hard. We had
a hard time matching up with
him," Harper added."We wanted to front him and get around
him, and he did a good job
of sealing us off of that.
"The one thing that I was
most upset with was the fact
that we didn't do a good job
of keeping him off the glass.
He got a lot of putbacks."
Rossview High is only in
its fourth year of existence in
Clarksville. Harper said that
while the Hawks are young
team, they don't quite have
the leadership and the intensity that the Lakers brought
to the table Saturday.
The Hawks, led by James
Bolden's team-high 20 points,
held tough with Calloway in
the first half. Rossview traad
by two at the end of one
quarter of play(12-10) and
found itself down by nine (3021) at the intermission.
On his way to the locker
room. Birdsong could he seen
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